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EVIDENCE FOR THE BROWN DWARF/PLANET X SYSTEM
Introduction to the Brown Dwarf/Planet X System. The public at large for the
most part have not heard of Planet X. Often when someone does hear of it they dismiss it
because it is made to look ridiculous and confusing by the mainstream media (if and
when they do speak of it). As we shall see this is done deliberately by the Powers-ThatBe for they do not want anyone to become aware of the truth concerning this subject.
Planet X is basically a term put on any unknown celestial object by astronomers.
It has been said by some that there are several Planet X type objects out there – some
quite large. However, one specific Planet X object has been discovered in the years 1979
– 1983 and tracked by infrared telescope since 1983. The New York Times and The
Washington Post both reported this discovery and then the stories disappeared and a tight
lid of secrecy came down with no more being heard.
A cover up and distortion of the facts has followed right up to the present day.
All governments of the world including the Vatican are all aware of this incoming
celestial object and the danger it poses for the Earth and humanity. They are preparing
for themselves vast underground shelters (virtual cities) with food growing and storage
facilities as well as seed vaults. They know its approximate time of passage but are
keeping the public in the dark.
The ancient Sumerians, Egyptians, and others all knew of this “wrecking ball of
civilizations” and its passage cycles that very often devastated the Earth. It has been
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written about in ancient scriptures such as the Kolbrin Bible, the Holy Bible, and ancient
texts. Prophecies old and new whether from the early Church or from the Hopi Indians,
all tell of its coming and the effects it had on our Earth. It is said to be on an approximate
3,600 year cycle on an elliptical orbit that carries it far out into space and back again.
The Brown Dwarf/Planet X system has gone by several names besides “Planet
X.” These names given to it by different cultures through the years include: Nibiru
(meaning “Planet of the Crossing”), Hercolubus (the red planet-comet), Nemesis, The
Destroyer, Dark Star, The Purifier, The Red Dragon, The Winged Disc, The Death Star,
Wormwood, and The Great Comet just to name a few. The Planet X astronomical
symbol is the cross. The Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is made up of a large central
brown dwarf star that never fully ignited and consequently is very dark and murky red
and shrouded in red iron dust and debris. (This is the reason it is best seen with an
infrared telescope). There are at least seven planetary bodies orbit this brown dwarf star,
some of which may be inhabited. (It said by some a race of beings called the Annunaki
(by the New World Order leaning Zacharia Sitchin) or Nephilim by Sacred Scripture are
inhabiting some of these planets).
Yes, indeed, Planet X is real. The Brown Dwarf/Planet X system has been
discovered, tracked and kept secret by government scientists. Certain scientists ( Robert
S. Harrington, Eugene Schumacher and others) who dared to probe the subject too deep
or expose too much to the public ended up dying under suspicious circumstances. There
are others who espouse the government lie about this subject. These truth deniers are
paid shills, disinformants, and internet trolls who try to debunk this subject and mislead
the public as well as scientists who bring discredit to the subject by making wild claims.
Consequently, the truth concerning this subject has been distorted and obscured leaving
the public confused.
All the foregoing aspects will be made clear in this article. The following
questions will be answered: Where is the evidence for Planet X? Why can’t Planet X be
seen? Just where is the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system located? When is it supposed to
arrive? What will be the affects of its passage?
As we shall see there is plenty of evidence available (but usually hidden or
camouflaged) in scientific data, in historical or scriptural volumes or in past and current
prophecies that confirms this Brown Dwarf/Planet X system exists and what happens to
the Earth with its passage. It has been proven to be the destroyer of civilizations in the
past and is about to repeat this cyclic cataclysm in our End of Days.
Deliberate Disinformation, Cover Up and Confusion
The cover up of the Planet X topic has been ongoing for decades. We have
written of this before. (See: The Cover Up of Coming Catastrophes). However, new
information has come to light on several old events as well of more recent events.
“As long ago as Dec. 30, 1983, the Washington Post published a front-page
article announcing the discovery, by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite, of this very
same celestial object, calling it ‘a heavenly body, possibly as large as the giant planet
Jupiter, and possibly so close to Earth that it would be part of our solar system’; yet,
this great scientific heralding was immediately reversed as the news media fell
astoundingly silent, and has been silent for the past quarter-century. Here is a clip from
that report.
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“’Washington Post, December 30, 1983.
‘Possibly as Large as Jupiter

‘The mystery body was seen twice by the infrared satellite as it
scanned the northern sky from last January to November, when the
satellite ran out of the super-cold helium that allowed its telescope
to see the coldest bodies in the heavens. The second observation took
place six months after the first and suggested the mystery body had not
moved from its spot in the sky near then western edge of the
constellation Orion in that time. ‘This suggests it’s not a comet
because a comet would not be as large as the one we’ve observed and a
comet would probably have moved.’ Houck said. ‘ A planet may have
moved if it were as close as 50 billion miles but it could still be a
more distant planet and not have moved in six months time.’’
“If a massive planet and its entourage was approaching our Solar
System one quarter-century ago, and the media chose to conceal it, does
this wrecking ball suddenly become a soap bubble? Or does the fear-bred
silence of the powers-that-be suggest that they are desperately
protecting their empire of social, political, and economic domination
for as long as possible before they duck into their elaborate
underground cities in a wishful attempt to survive God’s promised
wrath, now hurling toward us all?” [ “Planet X and the Mysterious Death of Dr.
Robert Harrington” by John DiNardo & Janice Manning. Your Own World U.S. A.
website. May 22, 2008.]
As Spring of 2003 approached, Nancy Lieder and Zeta Talk put out the phony
story of a Planet X passage in May of that year. We immediately saw this as a deliberate
disinformation ploy and a trap to discredit Planet X researchers who bought into the lie.
Unfortunately some did including Mark Hazelwood. However much of what Mark had
to say about Planet X at the time was true except for the time of passage of course.
After this the Planet X topic became somewhat of a discredited issue until new
information changed this. James McCanney even put out some very important news
concerning Planet X which we will take up later. As time went on more evidence for the
reality of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system began to emerge. Telescopic photos were
made from the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station in Antarctica during 2007 and 2008.
A few of these photos were leaked to the internet. One of the photos actually had the
coordinates for where to look for Planet X. The coordinates were 5h 53m 27s – 6’ 10’ 56
(some sources show 59’. However, even though NASA captured an image of the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system at these coordinates in the constellation of Orion and
subsequently posted it on Google Sky, it soon disappeared. A blacked out rectangular
area now appears at that exact coordinates. A tag at the bottom of the image page states
“This image hidden but available.” (But it is not available to the general public). Just as
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astronomers from around the world become interested in it, and questioned it, Google
Sky removes it forever and refused to comment on it. This is just one more part of the
cover up.
The Cry Wolf Syndrome. Besides cover up and confusing people with
contradictions of Planet X there is another way to accomplish the discrediting of the
Planet X topic and making the whole subject appear ridiculous. Sensationalism is
employed making outlandish or even seemingly possible claims that “such ‘n such” is
going to happen on a particular date or time. When it fails to materialize, those that
bought into it are discredited along with the subject of Planet X. This is the “Cry Wolf”
tactic which is used over and over again.
This “Cry Wolf” technique to discredit something has been around a long time. It
works in a simple way – like the story of the boy who cried, “Wolf!” His father came to
see and there was no wolf. This happens about three times and finally the father doesn’t
believe him anymore. No one would take the boy serious if and when a real wolf did
appear.
In recent times it began in a big way in the year 2000 with the Y2K scare.
Everyone expected chaos and computer malfunction come January, but it never
happened. The Y2K scare had another agenda – to standardize and modernize all
computer systems worldwide. It was also done to disillusion those who expected an
“End of Days – New Age Era” scenario to happen. This was a major psy-ops
manipulation of the public mind.
Then comes Cry Wolf number two: The expected passage of Planet X in the later
half of May, 2003. This too, turned out to be a non-event. This supposed passage of
Planet X was promoted by Nancy Lieder and her “little grey aliens” of Zeta Reticulli – no
doubt a CIA asset. All this was done to discredit serious Planet X research. Pastor Riley
on June 11, 2003 posted this statement: “The date of May 15-16 is now known to have
been disinformation put out by NASA and other government agencies in an attempt to
make the whole subject appear ridiculous to the public.”
Furthermore, Nancy Lieder made other predictions of a pole shift (May 27th) and
a late sunset on May 20th. Neither of these things happened.
According to Details Here website, “Nancy and the Zetas recently blew their
cover by posting pictures on their site with NASA identification trailers still attached.
This means the zetatalk site is likely a NASA/CIA disinformation site designed to mix a lot
of good information with bogus coordinates on where to look for X.” This doesn’t mean
you shouldn’t read their information as it very often paints a good picture of what is to
transpire, but go to our Diamond Star Research website here as well as sites such as the
Details Here website, www.yowusa.com, John DiNardo, Gil Broussard, and the Higher
Truth Channel. (00 Skyview was a good source also but has been since forced to shut
down).
Our view here at Diamond Star Research is that the CIA/NASA Officialdom set
up the zetatalk website as a deliberate disinformation site using a mix of good
information and faulty data to confuse and mislead the public while at the same time
cover up the real truth concerning the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system. The Zetas cannot
be trusted. Therefore Diamond Star Research will not knowingly use information that
has originated from zetatalk.
Next to come in the line of Cry Wolf was the biggest hoax of them all – the socalled December 21, 2012 “End Date” for the “end of the world.” There was supposed to
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be a pole shift, tidal waves and other catastrophes with the passage of Planet X. As
before, it was another non-event. We warned against this too saying we were only
transitioning from one age to another but that there was no “end of the world” catastrophe
coming at that time. (Around that time our solar system did begin to enter a more dense
and magnetically active area of space along the Dark Rift - gravitational plane of the
galaxy). We have always emphasized that only God knows the time and the hour this
will happen, we do not. Again, the public was disillusioned.
There were several other smaller psy-op “cry wolf” scenarios that happened
around that time both before and after the 2012 “end date” hoax. Comet Elenin
(supposedly a code-name meaning “Extinction-Level-Event-Nibiru-Is-Near”) and was to
cause the three days of darkness in September of 2011; The supposed coming of Nibiru
in August 2012 – then again in August 2013 and yes, even again in August 2014. And as
if that is not enough we have NASA claiming the solar cycle will now peak in 2015 (first
it was 2012 and then 2014 neither of which happened) with great solar flares and a good
chance of an EMP that would put civilization back into the stone age. Yes, officialdom
will keep us “shaking in our boots.” And then when the real thing does come, they won’t
say a word. Get the picture? That is the purpose of it. It seems it never ends. But some
of the people are finally waking up to the chicanery and deception. Consequently, Planet
X truth seekers and researchers are being attacked as never before.
Some Planet X researchers have been silenced such as the 00 Skyview team.
Others have changed their positions on Planet X or ignore it for the most part (James
McCanney). Some such as John Moore who has pretty much become a disinformation
outlet. Still others have been attacked but keep on track (Marshall Masters, John
DiNardo, Gil Broussard, the Higher Truth Channel (Todd Marley and others).
There was still another hyped up topic to camouflage what was really happening
- the Comet Ison event in 2013. Marshall Masters and we here at Diamond Star
Research noted how NASA gave Comet Ison “rock star” status as Marshal Masters put
it. (Our coverage of the Comet Ison passage is found in the 2013 archives posted on this
website). The “Comet of the century” became “Comet Isn’t” as Marshall Masters put it.
In our last Comet Ison update we explained what happened to Comet Ison.
So now for a dose of reality, we need to clarify a few points about Comet Ison and
comets in general. First, Comet Ison is not a spaceship or UFO. The image being touted
on You Tube videos is a combination of 3 to 5 overlayed images using different filters.
This overlayed combined image is made up of individual images from the Hubble
telescope making it appear that within the comet’s coma (cloudlike atmosphere around
the nucleus) there are 3 to 5 objects in a v-shaped formation. Because of the curved path
of the Hubble telescope when taking these images they appear in a v-shaped formation.
This is explained very well on the You Tube video, Comet Ison C/2012 S-1 is not a UFO
which can be viewed here.
Some have claimed Comet Ison may break up – either disintegrate (highly unlikely)
or fragment like Comet Sheomaker-Levy did in 1994 over Jupiter. If fragmentation
should occur, though we think this unlikely, it would be in some ways even more
dangerous. Comet Biela broke into two parts and into even more pieces which evidence
indicates set various places on fire in several states (Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan) being
the cause of the Peshtigo and Chicago fires in 1871.
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As we have stated elsewhere, comets can be very unpredictable. It must be
understood that NASA’s image of comets is a faulty one. Comets are not dirty
“snowballs.” Comets are very electrical in nature, having strong electromagnetic fields
and because they are so electrically charged, are very much affected in speed, size, mass
and trajectory as they pass by planetary bodies in space. The bigger the comet, the
greater the effect it creates. The longer a comet travels through space without being
discharged, the more electrically charged they become. Comets become more charged
and consequently glow even brighter as they near the Sun. There is a great electrical
discharge that occurs when a sun-grazer comet, such as Ison, passes by the Sun. A large
enough comet can cause what Major Ed Dames calls the “kill-shot.” This is when
massive CME’s (coronal mass ejections) occur on the Sun as a result of the comet
triggering the solar capacitor, but it does not have to hit the Sun to do this. It can be done
from a distance. To understand more of a comet’s electrical nature, please see the video,
The Electric Comet Ison here.
Although the current consensus of popular scientific opinion seems to be that Comet
Ison will not live up to expectations, we find it interesting that this minimizing of this
“comet of the century” comes during its time behind the Sun and out of view. It is also
just before its encounter with Mars and its perihelion with the Sun. It is curious as well
that this minimizing and disinformation campaign comes at a time when the PowersThat-Be are planning and preparing a continent-wide power-grid exercise, Grid-Ex II.
This is said by some in the know that it is really a power grid take-down, a celestial false
flag event. There are a number of training exercises and shipment of vaccines,
ammunition, and various other items to be either completed or obtained by October first
or thereabouts. The Grid-Ex II drill exercise itself, is to be held November 13-14, the
same time Comet Ison crosses by Mercury, close enough that Mercury could “go
comet.” In other, words, develop a comet’s tail. All this seems very suspicious but we
will have to wait and see. Be prepared for anything!
[COMET ISON: FALSIFYING EXPECTATIONS by
Diamond Star Research – December, 2013. ]

Like earlier “cry wolf” psy-ops on the public mind this one too, served to
disillusion the populace. In this case, there was a certain falsifying of the facts , even to
the point of saying that Comet Ison was Nibiru (Planet X) which of course it certainly
wasn’t. All this served to discredit Planet X research.
The bottom line is: The Powers-That-Be know something BIG is “out there.”
They are preparing for its arrival but they are treating you, John Q. Public, as though you
were mushrooms grown in the basement: Kept in the dark and fed crap. As noted
before, Webster defines “crap” as meaning “nonsense, junk, misleading statements.”
McCanney Versus McCanney. Astrophycisist James McCanney is somewhat of
an independent rogue (rogue in the sense that he has deviated from the accepted norm of
establishment science). He is a highly educated scientist and is credited with establishing
the plasma discharge comet model. He has exposed NASA’s phony “dirty snowball”
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comet model. McCanney was one of the pioneers in the electro dynamics theory of how
the universe operates.
He released his book, Planet X, Comets and Earth Changes which is a scientific
treaise on the effects of a new large planet or comet arriving in our solar system and the
expected Earth weather and Earth changes. In this treatise, McCanney explains his
concept of “action at a distance.” “That is,” explains McCanney, “a comet involved in
the discharge of the solar capacitor need not collide with Earth or another planet to
cause considerable damage. The fact is that a direct collision would be extremely rare
although we are certainly not immune to that given the craters covering the entire
surface of our Moon. The more probable cause of damage would be due to effects that
may have been started (e.g. a large solar flare) by a comet that might be on the far side
of the Sun from us.
“In this scenario the comet would discharge to the solar surface causing a
significant solar flare that would blow a huge wall of high energy protons our way,
causing an alteration of our magnetic field structure and cause electrical and cyclonic
storms at the surface of the Earth, heat up the oceans rapidly (…heating that today’s
scientists mistakenly call ‘el Nino’). The flow of electrical currents from afar could jolt
the Earth’s crust to induce earthquakes or volcanic activity. This concept is called
‘action at a distance.’” (PLANET X, COMETS AND EARTH CHANGES by James
McCanney. Pp 21-22).
McCanney goes on to explain further, “Another aspect to ‘action at a distance’ is
what I call the ‘physical’ extension of outside factors. There are numerous types of
physical effects such as gravitational waves caused by a large object passing near an
existing planet that could set up a ‘tidal wave’ in the mantle of the planet and cause
severe earthquakes, mountain building and pole shifts. This would be in addition to the
ocean tidal waves that would inundate the coastal areas of continents. How devastating
this would be is controlled by a number of factors including the size and density of the
passing object, the velocity of passage and the proximity of its closest approach. Some
people are claiming to know where certain effects will or will not take place, but … apart
from ocean tidal waves, it is virtually impossible to predict the location of most effects.”
(p 22).
McCanney explains that a large celestial object intruding into our solar system
would have catastrophic effects. The solar maximum was supposed to have peaked in
2000. “We were supposed to have peaked in the year 2000 with the ‘solar maximum’ --we are currently over two years beyond that and there is no end to the increases in sight.
It definitely indicates that the Sun is currently interacting with a large intrusion into
the solar capacitor.” *Ibid, p 21).
The above statement was said in 2002 or 2003.
In an interview of James McCanney by Rick Martin in The Spectrum (May 2003)
it was revealed that Comet Hale-Bopp was quite large and that there was also something
much bigger seen beyond it. It appears that Comet Hale-Bopp was a precursor to Planet
X and was far out in advance of it. Here is a portion of The Spectrum interview
regarding Comet Hale-Bopp and Planet X.
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“Martin: ‘What is the fear of NASA concerning Planet X? Is it related to Sumeria and
the Annunaki? Or, is it something else.
“McCanney: ‘I wouldn’t say that, but the knowledge that there is this Big Thing that’s
going to come in on a regular basis is old. That’s part of the very high levels of secrecty
in a lot of these groups, like the Vatican.’
“’I mean, the first thing when Hale-Bopp showed up, the Vatican built a worldclass observatory in Arizona, and staffed it with astronomers. Gee, wonder why?’
“Martin: ‘Clue.’
“McCanney: ‘Then they have a second one. But what is interesting, even after HaleBopp left- because they thought that Hale-Bopp was the Big One.
‘Now, let’s backtrack back in 1991. Hale-Bopp was officially discovered in 1995,
by Alan Hale at New Mexico, and then Bopp was the Japanese guy. They both hit on the
same night, so they both got credit for the name of the comet.
‘Prior to that, it’s very clear to me, and if you’re looking at my Harrington notes,
one of the things that Harrington was looking at was Hale-Bopp. The nucleus of HaleBopp was extremely large. The reason NASA pulled the feed down immediately, once
they realized that some lackey had stuck it up on the Internet – because any astronomer,
or person like myself, would know that with that small amount of data you could
determine the mass of the central nucleus. It’s a little equation you use; they use it all the
time to determine the mass of central stars when they see a wobble in a star. Then, they
can determine the radius of the thing orbiting it. You need the period and the radius of
whatever is orbiting the larger object, and with those two parameters you can calculate
the mass of the central object. Just a little equation in celestial mechanics.
‘So, with that small piece of evidence on the web, anybody could calculate the
mass of Hale-Bopp, showing that it’s planetary in size coming in.
‘Now, the other factor: In 1991, what Harrington saw was two things: he saw
Hale-Bopp, and he saw something much bigger beyond Hale-Bopp, that’s Planet X.
That’s my understanding at this point.
‘In 1991, Hale-Bopp was on a near direct collision course with Earth. With a
couple of quick photographs they could chart the orbit, and it was on a near collision
course for Earth.’
“Martin: ‘No wonder there was such a scramble.’
“McCanney: ‘It was a huge scramble. When it was first discovered, I called up
Goddard; because I can say this now – I knew the secretary there. If you ever want to
know anything, you ask the secretary. She knew all the astronomers. I, of course, never
let on that she was my inside contact there. She heard all their conversations, and she
would tell me what was going on.
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‘I called her and I said: ‘What’s going on? I heard there’s this comet?’ You
could hear the screaming in the background and stuff.
‘And she said: ‘Oh, my God, this comet is huge!’ But I thought she meant in the
sense of being a news story. No, it was huge in the sense that it was a planetary-sized
object. They had been tracking it.
‘You see, this is where the division comes in, because it wasn’t until then that
even a lot of the scientists at Goddard found out about it. But they had been tracking this
since 1991, possibly earlier. But Harrington discovered it, and you see it in that memo,
the 1991 memo, that he knew exactly where to go and look at it.
‘’You can’t tell me that he didn’t go down and get the information and come back.
What they found out was that he was going to go public and say that there was this large
object coming in that is on a direct collision course with Earth. So, that’s why they killed
him.’” [DELICATE EARTH, HISTORY, SCIENCE, PLANET X by Mark Hazlewood. Pp
155-157]
As to the cause of Earth changes, seismic activity, extremes in weather (such as
we are experiencing now at an alarming rate) - McCanney stated in 2003 that, “The only
possible mechanism is the passage of a large celestial object that sends a gravitational
wave through the planet Earth.” [DELICATE EARTH, HISTORY, SCIENCE,
PLANET X by Mark Hazlewood. P 117.]
In 2004, on his radio program, The Science Hour, James McCanney revealed that
his senior military and professional astronomical contacts informed him that “A minisolar system (Planet X with moons and/or comets and/or asteroids orbiting it) is
moving into our solar system. This horde of incoming comets and asteroids now
threaten all life on Earth. You are on your own. Be prepared.”
Unfortunately, sensationalists and/or disinformation trolls on the internet posted
this 2004 program on You-Tube in 2013 claiming that this was happening in 2013-14.
James McCanney has tried to have it removed but he says You-Tube refused to do so.
Now we come to a perplexing and puzzling enigma. In the early part of the first
decade of this century, McCanney indicated there definitely was a Planet X and that this
object with its mini-solar system was intruding into ours. In 2013 however, on his
Science Hour program, he stated he never said a mini-solar system was coming into ours.
(Technically it may be said that he did not state it as such but he did say he was informed
that a mini-solar system was coming into ours – a fine line of distinction).
It seems (as we found out with Comet Ison) that McCanney has changed his story
on Planet X. He first talked of Planet X and its entourage and then later on he spoke of
Planet X in the plural as in Planet X type objects. Since the 2003-2004 period (when
Planet X was to pass, but didn’t) it appears McCanney has down-played a Planet X
scenario as being realistic but now only theoretical as in “possible Planet X type
objects.” In fact, on his March 27th, 2013 Science Hour program (after a listener emailed him “You don’t talk about Planet X anymore.”), he stated, “There is no Planet X
in our solar system!”
So now we have McCanney versus McCanney. First we had the earlier
McCanney that believed that Planet X was real and incoming into our solar system.
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Again we go back to 2003 but to a different interview – that of Cathy Jacobsen on
January 1, 2003. The expected passage hadn’t come yet (which turned out to be a nonevent anyway), and his book, Planet X, Comets and Earth Changes was new. When
asked what Earth changes are to be expected he responded, “First of all, we don’t have a
definite sighting on this object. There is a belief, based on NASA’s internal studies
from the early ‘90’s, that this object is coming in from a southerly location that is only
visible during the month of May from the very southern locations on Earth, specifically
New Zealand.” [PLANET X: COMETS AND EARTH CHANGES: AN INTERVIEW
WITH JAMES MCCANNEY by Cathy Jacobsen. P 6.] He goes on to say how this
object would cause mountain building, gravitational tidal waves and a pole shift, extreme
seismic and volcanic activity as well as extreme weather. All of this has been increasing
steadily in recent years and continues to do so. You will note that right away he is saying
“ we don’t have a definite sighting on this object.” And that “There is a belief…” etc. that
this object is coming in from a southerly location. This contradicts what other
researchers, amateur astronomers and whistleblowers have said. Photos of this incoming
mini-solar system have been taken at the South Pole telescope station and smuggled out
and posted on the internet. Remember, NASA really means “Never-A-StraightAnswer.”
When Cathy asked McCanney, “Have we already seen any of the effects that
could be attributed to Planet X?” McCanney admits, “Absolutely. We’re seeing the Sun
at an excited level never before seen..” [Ibid. P 7.]
In analyzing McCanney’s position on Planet X further, we note the title of his
book says: “Planet X Comets and Earth Changes.” Note there is no comma between
“Planet X” and the word “Comets.” This indicates he is talking about multiple Planet X
type comets. We need to point that out because unlike other researchers, investigators or
other sources on Planet X information who believe in one particular Planet X object,
McCanney seems to believe in a multiple Planet X scenario.
At any rate (as McCanney himself would say), he has of recent years more or less
distanced himself from the idea of one particular Planet X object and has, when he does
talk of it, spoken of it in terms of possible effects if a close passage to Earth were to
occur. His treatment of the subject is more theoretical or historical staying away from the
idea of one particular Planet X object coming in now. He also has not associated the
recent comet and fireball activity with a Planet X causation. In fact, he rarely speaks of
such things except to debunk certain particulars raised by other researchers, especially
Marshall Masters of www.yowusa.com, who we get the impression he somewhat
despises.
We get the impression that the later McCanney believes that Planet X as it was
first envisioned does not exist. We also get a further impression, that James McCanney
may not even believe in a Planet X object being “out there,” only possible Planet X type
objects being beyond the Kuiper Belt.
A big change in McCanney’s view of Comet Ison occurred during the course of
2013 as Ison traveled towards the Sun. In late 2012 and early 2013 this is what
McCanney was saying: “With the recent interaction of this comet with Earth while the
comet was at the range of Jupiter’s orbit this would be the second indication that this is a
whopper of a comet! NASA has been extremely active in damage control on this comet
and just today issued a video clearly doing damage control… Why all the
announcements when the comet (according to NASA) will not even be visible until next
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November?!?!?! Stay tuned folks. This is getting reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeelllllllll interesting.”
We reported on this last (2013) in our article “Comet Ison: The Beginning of the
End?”.
The whole Ison affair was really a “cry wolf” and a desensitizing psychological
operation on the public mind to send people in the wrong direction while at the same time
debunking true Planet X information with disinformation. Few have caught on to this
deception (as we did nere at Diamond Star Research) such as Marshall Masters, the
Terral website and others. The Terral website states, “Comet S1 (Ison) just happens to
be in the same quadrant of space as the black star, which allows the lettered agency to
attribute black star influences onto their comet that is receiving so much attention.
McCanney is suggesting that the NASA halt in operations and puppet government
shutdown are somehow connected to this mere comet, when in reality this activity is tied
directly to the inbound black star later in the timeline. Comet S1 is being used by the
Media part of the HOUSE OF Rothschild Underground Ark City Program to desensitize
the general population much like the Elenin Psyop through the 2011 Earth orbit cycle.”
“This same source states that, “Remember again that Comet S1 is the second
hyperbolic comet discovered by a Russian in recorded history and the second Mediahyped comet said to be ‘controlled’ (Elenin and S1). If you remember, LUCAS was the
regular guest on John Moore’s radio show through the Elenin orbit cycle claiming to
have discovered the 188-day cycle, as if everyone else was plagiarizing his work.”
Furthermore, “LUCAS then removed himself from his brown dwarf star research
investigation, during the 2012 Earth orbit cycle to be replaced on the John Moore Show
by James McCanney the seeming LUCAS upgrade for taking the desensitizing campaign
to the next and higher level. Many people even among my researcher friends are finding
themselves caught in the S1 rabbit hole drain that will certainly leave many disillusioned
about listening to anyone with warnings of celestial objects from space.” [“Comet
2012/S1 Desensitizing Psychological Operation” – Terral website.]
We note the “Black Star” reference is what we have known as the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system. Also, together James McCanney, John Moore and LUCAS are
all now part of the disinformation network to discredit true Planet X research.
So there you have it. McCanney Versus McCanney! When a trusted credible
source changes his position to such an extent that he now agrees with “Never-A-StraightAnswer” NASA, something is terribly wrong! It does appear that McCanney has been
bought or has capitulated to the disinformation combine to discredit the whole idea of
Planet X. Unfortunately, he is taking a good many followers with him.
A History of Discovery
There are those who would like the average person to think that Planet X is just
some far out conspiracy theory; something made up by Nancy Lieder and the Zetas or
some internet “wanna-be’s.” Not so! Planet X research has quite a history as we shall
see.
Somewhere between 1905 and 1908 Perceval Lowell coined the phrase “Planet
X.” The term was applied to unknown celestial objects in space that had not been
identified.
March 13, 1781: William Herschel discovered Uranus. This was the first planet
to be discovered by a telescope. Alexus Bouvard detected perturbations in the orbit of
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Uranus. He was not able to solve this mystery before his death. After his death, Urban
Le Verrier and John Couch Adams made mathematical calculations using Bourvard’s
coordinates. Verrier relayed these coordinates and calculations to John Gaulle on
September 9, 1846 who then used them to discover Neptune. Thus Neptune became the
first planet discovered by mathematical calculations.
February, 1894: Perceval Lowell – independent business man, mathematician,
and astronomer, - established the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. The purpose
of this observatory was twofold: To study Mars, specifically its “canals” and also to
search for Planet X type objects. Lowell noted that Neptune like Uranus had
perturbations in its orbit which indicated another large celestial object was in the general
vicinity.
In 1929, Clyde W. Tombough came to work at the Lowell Observatory.
February 18, 1930: On this date Tombough discovered Pluto. However, Pluto
was discovered to be too small (only 60% the size of our Moon) to have such an effect on
Neptune – so the search for Planet X continued.
1950: Twenty years later the interest in a cataclysmic passing of Planet X was
renewed when in this year Immanuel Velikovsky published his controversial work called
“Worlds In Collision.” This book challenged mainstream science with its evolutionary
and uniformitarian view of Earth history. Velikovsky explained in his book how large
celestial objects periodically caused cataclysmic changes on Earth. This book definitely
reawakened interest in Planet X.
February, 1954: At this time, Pope Pius XII received Los Angeles Bishop James
Francis McIntyre, who provided him with an extraordinary report on Extraterrestrial alien
meetings with President Dwight D. Eisenhower. Bishop McIntyre had been at one
particular meeting only two days before. (All this is detailed in our work: The
Apocalypse unfolds: Vol. 3: “Apocalyptic Twilight Zone” – in the chapter 9 subchapter: “The Vatican’s Extraterrestrial Secrets” – p 205). Pope Pius XII established a
secret intelligence organization because of these meetings . It was codenamed SIV
(Servizio Informazioni del Vaticano ) – essentially a Vatican secret intelligence service –
that was basically to acquire and to manage all secret information regarding both the
friendly aliens that contacted the Church via Bishop McIntyre, and the malevolent Greys
that contacted President Eisenhower as well as any celestial objects that would threaten
the Earth. All information was to be coordinated with intelligence organizations in other
countries. It appeared the main goal was to manage all aspects of the moral,
philosophical and religious implications of continuing Extraterrestrial contact. There was
also another very important aspect only alluded to above.
Amy Evans posted on Earth Changes website, May 23, 2012 the following
information (among other things): “Stunning as it seems, the Pope effectively had
committed SIV (and by extension the Church) to a treaty with Etherians and Nordics,
obviously at cross purposes to the American Majestic-12 who began an alliance with the
Greys…. For many years the Church of Rome was to receive assistance in its missions,
in particular by getting the Extraterrestrial’s views on social and political situations
internationally.” But this also was revealed: “During the meetings of Pope Pius XII
with the Extraterrestrials, they informed him of the approach of a celestial body to the
solar system in which resides an advanced, very warlike alien race. In 1990 the deep
space probe named Siloe, part of a deep space exploration program called KERIGMA
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had taken photos of a huge planet with companion satellites getting closer to the Solar
System. This information was received in Alaska during October 1995, and has been
classified Above Top Secret or alternatively ‘Secretum Omega,’ a Vatican designation.”
[“Pope Pius XII, U.S. President Eisenhower & Bishop McIntyre – Alien Contact in 1954
Warning of Upcoming Arrival of a Planet” by Amy Evans www.earthchanges.ning.com. May 23, 2012.]
The Siloe probe began transmitting photos of a huge planet with companion
satellites approaching our solar system in 1995.
1957-1960: Bart Sibrel of The Sleuth Journal reports, “My military sources
informed me that it was some time during President Eisenhower’s second term (19571960) that his leading scientists confirmed the existence of Planet X by using specialized
equipment which is still classified to this day.” [ “Is Planet X a Threat to Earth?” – The
Sleuth Journal – September 23, 2013.]
March 3, 1972: NASA launched Pioneer X (ten) to look for Planet X type
objects. “On September28, 1999 the BBC News Online made an announcement: ‘Old
Spacecraft Makes Surprise Discovery,’ by Dr. David Whitehouse. It was a news about
the Pioneer 10, sent by NASA in 1972 towards Jupiter and beyond the frontiers of the
Solar System, and its presumed encounter in deep space with a probable TransNeptunian Object, that would have occurred in December 1 992.” [“The Scientific
Search For a Missing Planet” by L. Scantamburio. Feb. 22, 2008 – from the Angeli
Smarriti website. P 5.]
The Sleuth Journal reports, “The Pioneer 10 (1972) and Voyager 1 & 2 (1977)
unmanned space probes were specifically designed to triangulate the precise location
and trajectory of Planet X. In early press releases NASA even mentioned this purpose for
the mission, though they later retracted it and such comments can not be found today.”
[“Is Planet X a Threat to Earth?” by The Sleuth Journal - September 23, 2013 – p 6.]
We will come back to Pioneer 10 later.
1976: Zecharia Sitchin, a world reknowned scholar, archeologist, author and
publisher of The 12th Planet, claimed to have knowledge of the return of NIbiru (Planet
X) in our time. According to Sitchin, the ancient Sumerians knew of Nibiru making a
cyclic return near the Earth every 3600 years or so. It should be further understood that
Zecharia Sitchin had a certain amount of influence in the scientific community and he
really was one of the New World Order Elite and believed in population control as
reflected in his statement about Planet X: “When Planet X returns, it would remove 90%
of currently unsatisfactory human beings from the planet.”
1979-1983: There are some sources that also claim Planet X was discovered by
NASA in 1979. The New York Times wrote about Pioneer 10 and Voyagers 1 & 2
discovering Planet X in 1981, yet there was no mention of it ever again. In 1983, The
Washington Post reported Planet X was discovered by infrared satellite telescope - but
again, no mention of it ever again.
Mark Hazelwood assembled the following evidence in his account of the Planet X
scenario of discovery.
“In January 1981, several daily newspapers carried a report that Dr. Richard
Harrington and his colleague, Dr. Thomas Van Flandern, of the US Naval Observatory,
had told a meeting of the American Astronomical Society that ‘irregularities in the orbit
of Pluto indicated that the solar system contained a 10th planet.’
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“A similar story was run by the New York Times on June 19, 1982:
‘One year later, in 1983, the newly launched IRAS (Infrared Astronomical
Satellite) quickly found Planet X: ‘A heavenly body as large as Jupiter and part of this
solar system has been found in the direction of the constellation of Orion by an orbiting
telescope’ – wrote the Washington Post. ‘In August 1988, a report by Harrington
calculated that its mass is probably 4 times that of Earth’
“In 1992, Harrington and Van Flandern published their findings and their
conclusion that there is an ‘intruder’ planet. The search was narrowed down to the
southern skies, below the ecliptic.
“Planet-X is likely to be a brown dwarf whose orbit takes it back and forth
between our Sun and our Sun’s twin. Planet-X has an orbit which takes 3660 years.”
[“Planet X Observed” The Bibliotecapleyades website.]
1980’s – 1990’s: Mr. Scantamburio of the Angeli-Smarritti website has also
researched the scientific evidence for Planet X. He mentions the fact “there are strange
data – with reference to search for Planet X – published on ‘The New Illustrated Science
and Invention Encyclopedia’ by H.S. Stuttman Inc., Westport, Connecticut – 1987-89
Edition, USA.
“On page 2488 there is a discussion about the NASA Pioneer probes and their
interplanetary flight (now become interstellar). There is also a diagram which clearly
shows the position of ‘Nemesis,’ a popular name for our hypothetical Sun’s binary
companion: The datum reported in the diagram is ‘Dead Star – 50 billion miles.’ In this
case, of course, when we are talking about a dead star, probably we are referring to a
brown dwarf.
“But what is more interesting is that the chart provides he approximate position
of Planet X, indicated as ‘Tenth Planet -4.7 billion miles.’”
Scantamburio states about this strange data: “Now, in my opinion it seems that
the mysterious data provided by that American encyclopedia mentioned above is
a leak of information from the American scientific community. Is it possible? The
first datum, about the possible dark star beyond Neptune and Pluto, is 50 billion
miles, the same datum provided by IRAS team, in 1983, and referred to a
mysterious celestial object.” [“The Scientific Search For a Missing Planet” by L.
Scantamburio. Feb. 22, 2008. Pp 3 & 4. www.bibliotecapleyades.net.]
Furthermore, Scantamburio makes reference to Pioneer 10’s encounter with “a
Trans-Neptunian object a 56 au (astronomical units.” Did Pioneer 10 encounter such an
object? This is one of NASA’s closely guarded secrets.
What this closely guarded secret is that was obtained via the infra-red telescopes
of the Pioneer satellites 10 and 11 is revealed by John Maynard via the Your Own World
USA website of Marshall Masters.
“The real back story on IRAS was given to us by John Maynard, Defense
Intelligence Agency (Retired) who played an instrumental role in the creation of
Yowusa.com in 1999 and then worked with Dr. Greer’s CSETI Disclosure Project.
“After his retirement, Maynard continued working with America’s intelligence
agencies and managed the East Africa desk in the World Bank.
“What Maynard told us in 2000, was that while IRAS was publicly touted as a
wide sky survey space based infrared telescope, it was built as a result of the preliminary
data coming from the Pioneer probes suggesting a large body at the edge of our solar
system.
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“He further maintains that NASA found Planet X and this is corroborated by a
December 30, 1983 article published by the Washington Post.
“The lead paragraph of that news story reads, ‘A heavenly body possibly as large
as the giant planet Jupiter and possibly so close to Earth that it would be part of this
solar system has been found by an orbiting telescope called the Infrared Astronomical
Satellite (IRAS).’
“Before its mission was completed, IRAS suffered a catastrophic failure
according to NASA, which it blamed on a leak in the satellite’s thermal control system. A
thermal control system is used to cool a satellite’s electronics in space, so they can work
properly. To do this, IRAS used an on-board supply of liquid helium to maintain the
cryogenic temperatures necessary for infrared imaging.
“According to NASA, the on-board supply of liquid helium was depleted after 10
months and on November 22, 1983, the telescope temperature rose, preventing further
observations. According to Maynard, what happened was that after discovering Planet
X, which appeared as a substantial infrared heat bloom, the cover-up story about the
thermal control system was put into play.
“Maynard maintains that there were no problems with IRAS when that cover
story went public, but that this cover story gave NASA and the America’s intelligence
agencies to prevent any further sharing of incoming data from the satellite.
“From that point forward, NASA used the remaining fuel in the satellite’s attitude
control system to keep the camera pointed at Planet X, until the fuel was fully depleted,
thereby rendering the satellite useless.
“For this reason, the relevant question is who had access to this secret cover up
data and how was it used?
What effect this Planet X IRAS data had on the elite is explained further by
Marshall Masters.
“When you view the profound shift in the aims of globalists elites in 1983, it
becomes clear this data was instrumental in triggering a transition away from the efforts
to create a New World Order.
“This is because the New World Order goal was based on changing the existing
world system over time. However, what the IRAS data made these ambitions pointless
given that the impending flyby of Planet X through the core of our system will lay waste
to the world’s various political and economic systems.
“With this brand new reality, the goal of transitioning to a New World Order was
out. Positioning themselves to build the Next World Order, upon the ashes of life as we
presently know it was in. Ergo, acquisition and consolidation have given way to
controlled abandonment.
“This is why the wealth of the world is going to ground and destroying our
personal liberties in the process. It is why the elites are leaving infrastructure to
crumble, raiding bank accounts, destroying the middle class.
“All to fund their underground network of survival bunkers and plans for ruling
the world once the dust has settled. They get the throne. We get the check and when we
all come to realize just how horribly we’ve been betrayed we’ll make our anger known
and they’ll be ready for us” [“2014 Planet X Watch Trends” by Marshall Masters. Dec.
10, 2013. Yowusa.com website. Pp 2, 3 & 4.]
Diamond Star Research has reported some years ago of the Anglo-Saxon Mission
of the elite which was to gain control of the world through martial law before the
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expected geophysical event arrived. They would do this either through the beginning
events of the Planet X flyby or through an engineered and created “natural disaster.” The
elite know for sure what is coming and they must gain full control of the world before
this coming cataclysm. To this end they are putting all their efforts.
2001 – 2002: Since the turn of the century, the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system
has been getting close enough for smaller telescopes to see. Several amateur astronomers
have been able to sight it and to gain images of it. It is getting too close for the elite to
keep the cover-up going. Very compelling images have been recorded, so the elite’s
disinformation crew has gone into full operation to keep the public from finding out the
real truth.
For the first time in recorded history, Planet X sightings were being openly
recorded. Mark Hazlewood reported observatory sightings from various parts of the
world. He states: “Three separate sightings slipped out from different parts of the
world. This represents a tiny percentage of the true number of sightings. The three
observatories were located in South America, Switzerland and Arizona. I include two of
the sightings and show you where to find the third and future ones later.
“Here is a short report from the Lowell Observatory in Arizona.


April 04, 2001, 03:06:45, Wed:
The operator described the object as diffuse and of approximate magnitude
11. The coordinates (in degree! Minute! Second format), with a margin of
error according to the operator of +/-20 seconds (about .006 degrees) RA and
+1 – 10 seconds (about .003 degrees).



Dec. were: RA 05 09 09 Dec. + 16 31 49 in degree format the coordinates
are: RA 5.1525 Dec. + 16.5303.
Next is an excited confirmed report and then denial from Switzerland.
Subject: 12th planet discovery. Date: Wed. 07 Feb. 2001 23:30:32 + 0100.



“A whole team was contacting every observatory in France, just sent a message.
The Neuchatel observatory got it. They are very excited; wondering if it is a comet or a
brown dwarf, through the latest coordinates given. The daughter of the astronomer
reports that they suspect a comet or a brown dwarf on the process to becoming a pulsar
since it emits ‘waves.’
“These excited folks who first sighted it told us, that we would get ‘at least’ an
image; next there was a long silence for over a week.
“Afterwards came the official denial that such a sighting had ever occurred at
Neuchatel. As in most cover-ups, believe what is said first, and not what is retracted
later. So they possess an image of Planet X.” [“Observatory Sightings of Planet X in
Early 2001” by Mark Hazlewood. Extracted from the Meta Tech website.]
2003: As noted elsewhere in this article, this is the year that Nancy Lieder and
Zeta-Talk predicted the supposed passage of Planet X in May but of course it turned out
to be a non-event. The purpose was to discredit serious research into the Planet X topic.
It also covered up what was really happening at that time: The Brown Dwarf/Planet X
system entered into our outer solar system that very year. This fact of an intruder coming
into our solar system was mentioned by Planet X researcher, John DiNardo in his
summary of the situation at the time.
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“I’ve been following Prof. James McCanney. In his April 21st interview on Coast
to Coast, formerly hosted by Art Bell, McCanney said that solar hyperactivity indicates
that a large celestial body has entered the outer boundary of our solar system. He
recently went to Patagonia at the southern tip of South America where other astronomers
are trying to sight in on the only section of the celestial sky in which an intruding object
has not been ruled out. However, he says that the atmospheric haze is making it
impossible to get a clear sighting. He says that the best point on Earth for viewing that
southernmost sky is, of course, the Antartic, and only the people in government have the
facilities to go there. He says that they are there now, doing sightings without reporting
their activities. We have much documentation of the Sun’s hyperactivity over the last
couple of years that convinces serious researchers such as Sherwood Ensey,
tuatha@cybermesa.com that there is a large intruder planet coming in.” [“Recent
Summary From John DiNardo.” P 9. www.detailshere.com/nibiru.htm.]
2004: It was this year that James McCanney announced on his Science Hour
radio program that his senior military sources and his professional astronomical cantacts
informed him that “a mini-solar system is moving into our solar system. This horde of
incoming comets and asteroids now threaten all life on Earth. You are on your own!
Be prepared!” In 2013 he would deny he said this.
2006-2007: Various nations of the world have spent billions of dollars building
both Earth-based and satellite-based infrared telescopes to track the Brown Dwarf/Planet
X system from the December, 1997 launch of the International Concordia Explorer
robotic telescope located at the Concordia Base in Antarctica – the Chandra infrared
telescope that began operation on July 23, 1999 – the Spitzer telescope launched on
August 25, 2003 in a unique trailing orbit around the Sun – the Pan-Starrs (Panoramic
Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System), a planned array of cameras and
telescopes that began operation May 13, 2010 and last but not least, the SOPHIA
(Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy is a joint effort of NASA and the
German Aerospace Center and began operation mounted on a 747 jumbo jet on May 26,
2010.
The Vatican was however, way ahead of all these. The Vatican has its own
telescopes and observatories. Besides the official Vatican Observatory Faoundation
located at Castel Gandolfo, Italy, there is the SILOE telescope sponsored by the Vatican,
sent on a probe specifically to locate and track Planet X. It was built in Area 51 in 1990.
Then there is the Vatican’s VATT (Vatican Advanced Technology Telescope located at
the Mount Graham International Observatory in Arizona built specifically to track Planet
X. It was built in 1993. In recent years another infrared telescope was set up called
LUCIFER that the Vatican is also involved in. LUCIFER an acronym meaning Large
binocular telescope near-infrared Utility with Camera and Integral Field unit for Extragalactic Research. It was set up by astronomers from Germany, Italy, and the United
States right next to the Vatican telescope on Mount Graham. It began operation in 2013.
However, the discovery of Planet X in 1983 spurred the USA to build a special
South Polar Telescope specifically to track the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system. Huge
sums of money were spent to build this massive South Pole Telescope in Antarctica. The
first installation was the size of a mini-mall and required a massive C-130 airlift effort to
transport the pre-assembled modules and a large staff to the most desolate, inhospitable
and inaccessible region in the world. This South Pole Telescope is far more powerful,
capable and survivable than the 1983 IRAS spacecraft and the space-based Hubble
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telescope put together. The pristine sky of Antarctica is the best place on Earth to
observe the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system incoming from the south below the ecliptic.
This telescope began operation in January, 2007.
2008: The first Brown Dwarf/Planet X system images were leaked and released
through an anonymous informant at the South Pole Telescope in 2008. Marshall Masters
states, “On February 20, 2008, a 37 year old You Tube Director in Switzerland with the
screen name of NibiruShock2012 posted images of Planet X that were allegedly taken by
the South Pole Telescope (SPT) in Antarctica. Titled Nibiru/Planet X photos taken
January 2008, it has been viewed 39,000 times as of the publication date of this article.”
[“First Planet X/Nibiru Images Leaked by an Anonymous South Pole Telescope (SPT)
Informant” by Marshall Masters. March 2008.]
Marshall Masters states in his updates on this that “The first NibiruShock2012
video was very compelling and so we published a detailed analysis on the yowusa web
site. This video was either genuine (we found that it could not be done with Photoshop)
or a sophisticated hoax.” Then NibiruShock2012 posted another image video on March
3, 2008. Marshall Masters was blocked from communicating with NibiruShock2012 by
phone or via You Tube which is a bit suspicious. Then a third video was posted on
March 10, 2008 declaring the first two posted videos of Planet X images a hoax. This
third video was then taken down on March 12, 2008.
From what Marshall Masters has been able to determine the last video posted
appears to be a deliberate attempt to discredit authentic Planet X images by someone who
somehow co-opted and took over the NibiruShock2012 You Tube site.
Later research revealed that Planet X images leaked from the South Pole
Telescope were sent to someone in Switzerland who put into video format. It was then
sent from there to some undisclosed location in Europe that had the video put on the
internet. So it took three individuals to accomplish the complete release of these Planet X
images to the public. These and other images of Planet X have been released and
attacked by internet trolls and other forces working for the Powers-That-Be.
Marshall Masters and his Planet X research team at the Your Own World USA
website along with the 00 Skyview team of amateur astronomers have brought together
considerable evidence on the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system. The Higher Truth Channel
and various teams of astronomers both professional and amateur have unearthed
considerable data and information on the incoming Brown Dwarf/Planet X system.
Scientists have noted “swarms” of comets, asteroids etc. all coming from one direction –
Aquarius (the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system has been tracked moving from the
constellation Aquilla to the constellation Opuchus). These astronomical scientists
worked in pairs and they began dying under mysterious circumstances in pairs. The
common link between these various teams of scientists was the fact they were all doing
deep space exploration concerning the origins and direction these swarms of comets were
coming from – all from the direction the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system was also coming
from. These scientists including Dr. Harrington and Eugene Schumacher and other teams
of astronomers can all be linked to the Planet X mystery.
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Scientific Evidence Supports Prophetic Evidence

Centuries ago prophecies including (but not limited to) Hopi Indian prophecy, the
Kolbrin Bible and other ancient prophecies along with Sacred Scripture and old Catholic
prophecies all indicated fiery chastisement that would include a rain of fire, a coming
Great Comet (the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system), a pole shift, great earthquakes, and
great tidal waves. Marian apparition prophecies have augmented and reinforced this End
Times view. Scientific evidence gained within the past few decades especially as well as
historical evidence of more ancient cataclysms have confirmed that this fiery
chastisement is not only possible in our End of Days but is most likely very imminent.
We will confine our study to both old Catholic prophecies and to more recent
Marian prophecies. Here are the prophecies.
Saint Odile – (660-720 A.D.): “When things have reached a climax, and the
hand of man can no longer do anything, affairs will be placed into the hands of Him, who
will send down a punishment more terrible than anything seen before. God has already
sent the Flood, and He has sworn never to send another. Instead, what He will do will be
something unexpected and terrible.”
Saint Hildegard – (1098-1179): “Before the comet comes, many nations, the
good excepted, will be scoured with want and famine. The great nation in the ocean that
is inhabited by people of different tribes and descent by an earthquake, storm and tidal
waves will be devastated. It will be divided, and in a great part submerged. That nation
will also have many misfortunes at sea. And lose its colonies in the east through a Tiger
and a Lion.
“The Comet by its tremendous pressure, will force much out of the ocean and
flood many countries, causing much want and many plagues. (After the) great Comet,
the great nation will be devastated by earthquakes, storms, and great waves of water,
causing much want and plagues. The ocean will also flood many other countries, so that
all coastal cities will live in fear, with many destroyed. All sea coast cities will be fearful
and many of them will be destroyed by tidal waves, and most living creatures will be
killed and even those who escape will die from a horrible disease.
“For in none of these cities does a person live according to the laws of God.”
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Blessed Anna Taigi – 1837: “But after these earthly scourges will come the
heavenly one, which will be directed solely against the impenitent. This scourge will be
far more frightful and terrible, it will be mitigated by nothing, but will take place and act
in its full rigor.”
Abbess Maria Steiner – 1862: “I see the Lord as He will be scourging the world
and chastising it in a fearful manner so that few men and women remain.”
Theresa Neuman – Sept. 6, 1936: “I have warned them and have postponed, as
I did with Sodom, but Sodom would not listen to Me, nor do the people listen to Me
nowdadays, nor heed My warnings,; therefore they will incur the sad experience of My
wrath which they deserve.”
Sister Elena Aiello – April 16, 1954: “The world no longer merits pardon, but
deserves fire, destruction and death. There must be much penance and prayers, by the
faithful, to mitigate the deserved chastisement which is now detained by the intervention
of My dear Mother, Who is Mother to all men.”
Necedah – July 2, 1954: “God the Father has already upset the forces of nature
in many places of the world which will add to the devastation so that the geographical
aspect of whole continents will be violently altered. In all these places the chosen ones of
God will be spared.”
Anna of Seredne, Ukraine – Dec. 20, 1954: “The present times are worse than
at the time of Noah. The world was scourged by a deluge of water; now the world is
going to be scourged by a deluge of FIRE.”
Akita – 1973: “If men do not repent and better themselves, the Heavenly Father
will inflict a great punishment on all humanity. It will definitely be a punishment greater
than the Deluge, such as has never been seen before. Fire will plunge from the sky and a
large part of humanity will perish… the good as well as the bad will perish, sparing
neither priests nor the faithful. The survivors will find themselves plunged into such a
terrible hardship that they will envy the dead. The only arms which will remain for you
will be the Rosary and the sign left by My Son (Eucharist).”
Dozule, France – Nov. 1, 1974: “I tell you truly, the time has come for the world
to repent; for a universal change is near, such as never has been from the beginning of
the world until this day, and will never be again.”
Mother Elena Leonardo – Dec. 28, 1974: “My Daughter, I am the Lady of
Sorrows, with My gaze on Heaven to implore the Heavenly Father because of the great
cataclysm which will simultaneously convulse the Earth. It will be terrible, frightful as if
it were the end of the world! But the end of the world has not arrived yet…”
Elena Leonardi – April 1, 1976: “An unforeseen FIRE will descend over the
whole Earth, and a great part of humanity will be destroyed. This will be a time of
despair for the impious – with shouts and satanic blasphemy, they will beg to be covered
by the mountains, and they will try to seek refuge in caverns, but to no avail. Those who
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remain will find God’s mercy in my power and protection, while all who refuse to repent
of their sins will perish in a sea of FIRE!”
Mother Elena Leonardo – April 2, 1976: “If men do not cease offending My
Son, Divine Justice will send to the Earth, in the not too distant future, its due
punishment. It will be the worst punishment ever seen in human history.”
Necedah – October 7, 1977: “If God permits the Sun to explode in the period
(of) what they call the ‘nova’ … the Earth will be thrown out of its orbit.”
Father Stefano Gobbi – Sept. 15, 1987: “A chastisement worse than the Flood
is about to come upon this poor and perverted humanity. Fire will descend from heaven
and this will be the sign that the justice of God has as of now fixed the hour of His great
manifestation. I am weeping because the Church is continuing along the road of
division, of loss of the true faith, of apostasy and of errors which are being spread more
and more without anyone offering opposition to them. Even now, that which I predicted
at Fatima and that which I have revealed here in the third message confided to a little
daughter of mine is in the process of being accomplished. And so, even for the Church
the moment of it’s great trial has come, because the man of iniquity will establish himself
within it and the abomination of desolation will enter into the holy temple of God.”
Father Stefano Gobbi – Dec. 8, 1993: “…During these years, you will see the
Great Chastisement, with which the justice of God will purify this world, which has
become a thousand times worse than at the time of the Flood and so possessed by evil
spirits…”
In addition to all the above there are two other prophecies that have even a more
direct reference to and implicate specifically the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system incoming
in the not too distant future. The second of these prophecies we will examine more
closely in the “Two Suns” section.
Brother David Lopez of El Ranchilo, Texas - Sept. 11, 1987: “Before the
great tribulation, there is going to be a sign. We will see in the sky one great red cross
on a day of blue sky without clouds. The color red signifies the blood of Jesus Who
redeemed us and the blood of the martyrs selected by God in the days of darkness. This
cross will be seen by everyone…”
Our Lady of Emmitsburg – June 1, 2008: “When you see the two suns on the
horizon, you must know that this is a time of change, a time of this new beginning about
which I have spoken to you before. After you see the two suns, there is only a short time
before you will see a tremendous change in the weather. After this, as you know, there
are more changes to come.
“After awhile, you will see a time when there is another body in orbit around your
solar system, coming between Earth and the Sun and leading to tremendous devastation.
Approximately 60-70% of the world’s population, as you know it, will cease. Of those
who survive, 60% of them could die of disease and starvation.”
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And yet there is still another recent prophecy that refers to a large comet (the
Brown Dwarf/Planet X system) approaching the Earth:
Josyp Terelya – May & june, 1993: “There is a large comet that is
approaching the Earth. It will not hit the Earth, but it will cause many cataclysms on the
planet. Land today in America will be under water. Because of the tremendous flooding,
crops won’t grow, the animals then will have nothing to feed on, and this will contribute
to the great famine. Sooner or later there will be a tremendous struggle for products.
We will survive, but we will all witness major catastrophes. Do not be afraid or worried:
Pray and the Holy Spirit will lead you.”
It does seem in all of these prophecies that there is a series of multiple events that
culminate in a continuous upheaval. It seems likely that John DiNardo’s scenario of two
passages of Planet X – one incoming and one outgoing could occur during this time of
the Great Tribulation. It will begin with a first passage triggering a pole shift and major
upheaval upon the Earth (preceded possibly by a “natural disaster” triggered by the New
World Order) followed by continuous seismic and meteorological upheaval and finally
culminating in the rain of fire caused by the Sun’s nova. Julka (Julia) of Yugoslavia in
the early 1960’s made reference also to this fiery cataclysm soon to come. “Suddenly
something so gigantic fell to the Earth, that the whole world shook and reared itself as
though it was going to break in pieces. All the air is in flames. The whole atmosphere of
the Earth from the ground to the sky , was a gigantic sheet of flame..” Again in this
prophecy as in others already cited, there is reference to a comet being involved. This
comet was referred to as “the Comet of Darkness” and was described as “something
long and black (that) came towards the Earth. It looked like a comet.”
Saint Padre Pio in his prophecy of Three Days of Darkness refers to this
culmination of the Great Chastisement (the Great Tribulation period) as “ hurricanes of
fire” and that “an uninterrupted rain of fire will take place!”
The effects of the passages (both the incoming and the outgoing) of the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system upon the Earth is seen in Issaiah 24: 19-20: “With breaking
shall the Earth be broken, with crushing shall the Earth be crushed, with trembling
shall the Earth be moved.
“With shaking shall the Earth be shaken as a drunken man, and shall be
removed as the tent of one night; and the iniquity thereof shall be heavy upon it, and it
shall fall, and not rise again.”
We know all this culminates in a great deluge of fire but just exactly when the
Great Comet is coming and when this fiery cataclysm will occur is not exactly for certain.
Those who are aware of this coming cataclysm and are spiritually minded and prepared
may have an idea of the approximate window of when this could occur. But the worldly
minded people who are not spiritually attuned will for certain be taken by surprise. As it
says in 2 Peter 3: “But the day of the Lord will come as a thief; at that time the heavens
will pass away with great violence, and the elements will be dissolved with heat, and the
Earth, and the works that are in it, will be burned up.”
The World Elite who think they are going to be safe in their underground
sanctuaries will most likely be in for a surprise as these underground dwellings may very
well end up being their tombs. La Salette gives us a clue: “God will punish them in an
unprecedented manner. Woe to the inhabitants of the Earth! God will send His
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Chastisement and no one will be able to save himself from all the evils gathered
together.” (September 19, 1846).
All the above prophecies and more is supported by scientific evidence of what did
happen in ages past, of what is happening now and of what is to come. There are various
natural disasters now occurring all across the globe. Heaven has warned us many times
over in these prophecies and scientific data documents that these prophecies are genuine.
Church authorities and government leaders from around the world all know what is
coming. The New World Order Elite have prepared but have kept the public in the dark
as to what is really coming.
To put this all into perspective we turn to the Sleuth Journal: “All of the ‘Mayan
2012’ hype was a deliberate hoax by the Elite controlled media to generate in us the
cognitive dissonance of ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf,’ specifically created to discount the
credibility of the fast approaching Planet X and the very similar ‘End of the World’
scenarios so closely associated with it. By intentionally building up a cataclysmic event
with their planned ‘great disappointment,’ the ‘villagers’ of the world will not believe the
word of the real impending doom when it is about to befall them. The same is true of the
numerous false dates ‘leaked’ out by CIA/NSA run ‘Planet X’ websites, in order to
retract from its viability. (There are probably more fake ones out there than real ones).
By repeatedly having date after date come to no fruition, they hope to jade the public into
discounting the whole matter so as to catch them unaware ‘like a thief in the night’ and
rid the world of them due to their lack of preparedness. You might even equate the
similarity of this to those who try to predict the second coming of the Messiah. Just
because repeated specific forecasts of His return prove to be unreliable, it does not mean
He is not coming soon nonetheless.
“It seems clear through numerous presidential executive orders pertaining to
future scenarios of a countrywide disaster, as well as the government buying up all
available ammunition and arming local police with automatic assault rifles and armored
vehicles, that the U.S. authorities are preparing for a national or worldwide catastrophe
that will result in martial law. People assume that this will be because of economic
collapse. While this may be partially true, the question is what will trigger such national
or international economic collapse all at once. My sources are telling me that the recent
rash of deaths of fish and fowl come from the increase in minor, as of yet imperceivable
to the public, underground earthquakes caused by the gravitational influence of this
large approaching heavenly body, which then releases underwater and underground
methane gas. This toxic gas is what is allegedly killing the animals. All the sinkholes,
train derailments and bridge collapses are said to be caused by the same thing – tiny
earthquakes which cause these structures to fall out of alignment.
“Ever wonder why the magnetic north pole is moving direction so fast? It
normally moves a few feet every year because of the rotating molten core of the Earth.
Presently it is moving at an unbelievable 579 feet … per day! A possible sign it is being
pulled toward this large approaching planet. This undeniable amazing event of a coming
pole-shift was only reported as a news oddity. It had to be reported because pilots
everywhere are noting that airport runways now have to be renumbered due to compass
discrepancies. Ever wonder why recently so many comets and asteroids are being
discovered with so little advance warning, when previously they were detected decades
before their arrival? Could it be because Planet X is pulling them off of their normal
predicted course as it comes closer to the Earth?” {“Planet X: A Threat to Earth?” by
Bart Sibrel. The Sleuth Journal. No Date..]
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Besides all the above, is the fact the Earth itself is dramatically changing. The
Sun is also changing as is all of the entire solar system giving evidence that something
quite large is intruding into our solar system from below the ecliptic – the plane of the
planets.
Richard St-Laurent of Your Own World USA website reports on SOHO images
and on data coming from the ESA-NASA Ulysses Probe. The robotic probe’s fly-over of
the Sun’s south polar region was done in 2007 with published findings released in 20072008. Laurent states about this fly-over:
“The last polar flyover of the probe was ‘officially’ unsuccessful though
European sources indicate otherwise.
“Nonetheless, the data NASA did publish clearly shows that the Southern
hemisphere of the Sun is significantly more active than the Northern hemisphere, which
supports the argument that Planet X is currently approaching the core of our system from
deep within the Southern skies of our solar system.
“Published in 2008, these findings are now supported by new findings that not
only corroborates the Ulysses probe findings, but also suggest a causality link between
recent Earth changes, seismic events, volcanism and even the BP oil spill and the
approach of Planet X from the South.”
Laurent then goes on to explain what would happen if Planet X were to approach
from the South. He addresses the subject of Earth mantle stretching.
“If the Earth is subject to a gravitational pull from below the ecliptic (from the
South Pole), this would theoretically make the South Pole ‘inflate out’ (ocean and
continent rising) and the North Pole crustal layers slide and stretch from one to another
(mantle stretching and following the Earth’s circumference path).
“If this is true, it would lead to unusual weather and other types of anomalous
patterns, such as unexpected tidal behavior. Have scientists noticed such phenomerna?
The answer, here again, is a very resounding yes!
“Scientists from different parts of the world have recently verified these
occurrences.” [“Australian Survey Buoy Anomalies Offer New Evidence That Planet X
is Approaching From the South” by Richard St-Laurent. Your Own World USA website.
June 6, 2010.]
The fact is the incoming Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is now causing a
stretching of the Earth’s mantle giving rise to numerous stretch cracks, sinkholes,
landslides, earthquakes, volcanism, land-shifts, and sea incursions. Many tremors and
earthquake swarms are caused by tidal forces acting on the Earth’s crust. “The same
forces of attraction that cause ocean tides also cause tides in Earth’s rocks, says Amanda
Thomas, a seismologist at the University of California, Berkeley.” {Ibid.] According to
an analysis of these tidal forces done by Thomas and Berkeley colleagues Robert M.
Nadeau and Roland Burgmann, “Although the continual variations in rock stress
associated with those tides are miniscule, they apparently are big enough to trigger small
tremors along some faults…” {As quoted in the Dec. 24/2013, Nature.]
Laurent says that this “2009 article documents the new discovery that tides are
not just ocean events but crustal as well.” In other words, the approach of the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system is having a stretching effect on the mantle or crust of the Earth
and the closer this system comes to Earth the greater the effect. Expect ever greater
stretch cracks, sinkholes, landslides, earthquakes and more in the immediate future.
Buoy Data: The Earth is now currently undergoing a dramatic change, especially
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in its crust or mantle and in its oceans. Buoy data confirms this. Laurent reports, “In
April 2010 when NOAA survey buoy 53401 started emitting alarming data and sounded a
state of ‘tsunami emergency,’ reporting major seabed changes (the seabed rising about
300 feet) in the Indian Ocean near Malaysia (located northwest of Australia).
The buoy transmitted data showing daily major seabed changes from April 5
through April 12, 2010, and then it was turned off or stopped sending data. The buoy
was not transmitting any information as of May 31, 2010. At first, researchers thought
the buoy was malfunctioning because major seabed depth changes like this seemed
impossible.
“A PATTERN EMERGES – By itself, buoy 53401 was a singular anomaly.
However, the situation became more serious and suspicious in mid-March 2010 when
another buoy, buoy 55012 began emitting alarming data that showed dramatic changes
in the seabed depth and went into a state of ‘tsunami emergency.’
“This time, the buoy was located northeast of Australia.
“Some days after that, a third buoy went into a state of ‘tsunami emergency’
when reporting, like the two first tsunami buoy stations, tremendous changes in seabed
depth in an area close to the second buoy northeast of Australia.
“The data showed a seabed rise of 13 feet per day and was officially reported in
the news on May 16, 2010. Immediately following that report, the data streams for buoys
53401 and 55012 were halted.
“So far, the dimensions of this story, begin with the 24-Dec.-2009 report that the
San Andreas fault in California is susceptible to, ‘the same forces of attraction that
cause ocean tides also cause tides in Earth’s rocks.’ Then a mysterious shut out of data
feeds for two key, Australian survey buoys following a report of a seabed rise of 13 feet
per day.” [“Australian Survey Buoy Anonmalies Offer New Evidence That Planet X is
Approaching From the South” by Richard St-Laurent. June 6, 2010. Pp 5-6. Your Own
World USA website. ]
Other unexpected Earth change anomalies have occurred. On May 19, 2010
Discovery News reported major and unexpected changes in the Earth’s mantle under
Alaska. These changes were found more or less by accident while conducting a scientific
study in the area.
“A new 3-D model of the mega-quake and tsunami-launching duction zone in
Alaska has uncovered a big surprise: The Earth’s mantle there is moving a whopping 20
to 30 times faster than the crust.
“So instead of being dragged along for the ride as a slab of crust is pushed under
another, the solid rock mantle … is swirling around the plunging slab like water around
a paddle dipped in a stream.” [ Ibid – p 7. ]
Magali Billon of the University of California at Davis said of this – “On plate
tectonics timescales that’s screaming fast.”
Laurent says of this unexpected Earth change anomaly, “When these ‘Earth
changes’ in the Australian and Alaskan areas are added to other Earth –change
anomalies like coal mine explosions that suddenly seem to occur all around the world,
the picture is no longer a disjointed collection of coincidences. There is something much
begger happening and scientist are concerned.” [ Ibid – p 7. ]
Magma Rising: Richard St-Laurent concludes his article with the following:
“Recent seismic and volcanic events indicate a new and recent worldwide magma rising,
more accurately called a ‘magma plume,’ that accounts for the weather changes
everywhere in the world including the recent volcanic activity.
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“This begs an important question: Could this be caused by a gravitational pull
from below the ecliptic?
“Since the Earth is subject to major seabed and continental shelf changes, this
would lead to many worldwide problems similar to the hurricanes and volcanic activity
we are experiencing presently.
“But if all this is real, it would again beg the question: Is the Earth under the
influence of a gravitational force field from below the ecliptic? The data is piling up with
a simple answer. A very alarming and resounding yes!” [ Ibid – pp 7 & 8. ]
Magma plumes are rising under the Yellowstone super volcano caldera as well as
the Nevada Great Basin area. Magma is also rising under the oceans causing a
considerable rise in ocean temperatures that added to methane release, ph alterations,
changes in salinity and chemical makeup, is bringing about a toxicity to ocean waters that
has led to massive die-offs in sea life.

Sea Level Rise: Climate Central reports global warming has raised sea levels 8
degrees since 1880. Sea levels are now rising dramatically worldwide with
unprecedented sea incursions on land. This is being experienced in various coastal areas
especially in the south sea islands of the Pacific Ocean: the Marshall Islands, Figi,
Hawaii, Vietnam, India, the Gulf Coast of America, Florida and more.
“Pacific Islanders in Micronesia, Palau and the Marshall Islands are watching
their homelands vanish, as sea levels rise at an alarming rate due to climate change. The
devastating effects on island livelihood are documented in three new videos “Vanishing
Islands,’ ‘Changing Palau,’ and ‘Encroaching Seas’ by LYON.US.com, a Hawaii-based
planning and engineering firm working in the region for 53 years. All videos are
available for viewing at http://www.lyon.us.com. According to LYON President Jim
Lyon, concerns of land erosion, freshwater, and food security are threatening mass
migration to more crowded islands.
“With an elevation of less than 10 feet, the low-lying atolls are especially
vulnerable to sea level rise. ‘People all over the world talk about climate change and
how the sea level is going to rise. This is the front line of the battle. We are on the front
line. The decisions they make out there, we suffer here,’ said John Rulmal, a resident of
Ulithi Island, in the Federated States of Micronesia. In certain areas, hundreds of feet of
shoreline have washed away, taking with it homes, crops, and infrastructure. Not only
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are homes being washed away, droughts are causing freshwater shortages and their
main food sources are being drowned in salty sea water.” [ “Matter of Life and Death:
Sea Level Rise Threatening Survival of Pacific Islanders.” January 23, 2014. Planet X
News website. P 1. ]
In both Hawaii and Florida storm drains are working in reverse allowing tidal
surges to flood city streets. We are not just referring to in times of storms but on clear,
sunny days with no rain.
Keep in mind the prophecy of the Great Comet of Saint Hildegard and the fact
that about 5 million people live in 2.6 million homes at less than 4 feet above high tide –
a level lower than the century flood line at most locations.
A Something Blue Hub-pages report states that “75% of river deltas are flooding
worldwide. This is fact.”
Related to this is the fact that 70% of the world’s river deltas and beaches are
eroded due to sea level rise. Beachfront homes are being undermined. In certain south
sea island beaches, a 40 foot buffer zone was in place in 1979. By 2014 the buffer zone
has gone to zero. This fact was reported by Lyon.us.com.
Sea level rise has flooded Fiji Island coastal communities, Vietnam coastal
communities and others forcing them to relocate further inland on higher ground.
Changing Oceans: Besides sea level rise, the ocean salinity, ph, temperature and
chemical composition are dramatically changing. Ocean water temperatures were hotter
in June 2014 than at any time in recorded history.
Both higher irradiance from the Sun (despite low sunspot activity) plus increased
magma pushing up under the ocean floors is giving rise to greater underwater volcanic
eruptions injecting more hydrogen sulfide into the water. This has caused higher ocean
water temperatures. (There are claims by some global-green climatologists that global
warming – a warmer atmosphere is heating ocean waters. This is erroneous. You cannot
boil water in a pot by raising the air temperature in the room. The heat has to come from
underneath). The higher temperatures have helped increase evaporation rates and the
injections of hydrogen sulfide, methane etc. have caused fluctuations in salinity, chemical
composition and ph. (Ocean waters have been acidifying). This in turn leads to greater
algae bloom and more methane release in ocean waters causing massive fish and sea life
die-offs. (Sea life is dying off from what is known as hypoxia – a condition of
insufficient oxygen in bodily tissues). Changes in the magnetic field also contribute to
mass-animal die-offs.
There are more and more mass animal death events every year. They were first
recorded in 2010 but have increased tremendously since then. Each mass animal death
event may number in the hundreds, the thousands or even the millions.
Also ocean currents are changing. There are more dangerous rip currents than
ever before. The number of people who die in rip currents has doubled this year – 2014.
Tidal surges are becoming far more severe all over the world resulting in record or
biblical type flooding along coastal areas. This has happened especially in the last few
years in coastal areas such as England, France, Spain as well as the other areas mentioned
earlier.
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Earth Wobble: The Earth has been wobbling back and forth as it spins for some
decades now. The wobble is called the Chandler’s wobble, being named after the
scientist Seth Carlos Chandler who discovered it in 1891. The Chandler wobble had been
fairly regular and rhythmic up to the 1990’s when it became much more irregular and
erratic. As of more recent years the wobble has become much more pronounced and
extreme. Due to fluctuations in the magnetosphere and overall seismic changes within
the Earth itself including mantle stretching, the wobble is giving rise to very extreme
weather and tidal surges. This is only getting worse as the Earth is in the beginning
stages of a shift of its axis – leading to an actual pole shift which seems not far off. This
shift in axis and Earth wobble is primarily due to the influence of the incoming Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system.
The effects of this Earth wobble have been tabulated and released in an article,
“Nibiru Planet X January 13, 2013 Extreme Weather Reveals Earth Wobble and the Polar
Shift” on the Something Blue Hub-pages website by an anonymous author. The article
reveals: “From huge brush fires in Australia that are so big the flames can be seen from
space and rain in Antarctica to the worst winter Siberia has experienced in 100 years
these extreme weather events are the tell tale signs the Earth’s wobble has increased and
the pole shift is moving into high gear.”
The author further informs us, “Remember that due to the increase in the Earth’s
wobble from the magnetic force of Nibiru Planet X, many regions of the globe that don’t
normally see sunshine at this time of the year are and vise versa. This increase in the
daily wobble of the Earth is what is causing the extreme weather and unusual tides, it is
also making our ‘seasons’
seem to run together and
is causing confusions in
plants and animals.”
Examples of these
kinds of effects of Earth
wobble are given:




In Russia
during the last
weeks of 2012
temperatures
plunged to -50
celsius or 122
degrees below
zero in Siberia,
over fifty
people were
killed and over
500 were hospitalized throughout Russia. According to a recent article, “The
country has not witnessed such a long cold spell since 1938, meteorologists
said, with temperatures 10 to 15 degrees lower than the seasonal normal all
over Russia.”
Meanwhile on the other side of the planet Australians are experiencing the
hottest summer since temperatures began being recorded over a century ago.
The average national temperature on Monday, January 7, 2013 was above 104
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and the record for consecutive days above 102 was shattered between Jan. 2-8,
2013 (seven days). These unbearable hot days have been creating
dangerously large brush fires throughout the country, some so large the flames
can be seen from space.
In nearby Samoa, the capital Apia has experienced the largest tidal surge in
their recorded history, that coupled with flooding and damage from tropical
cyclone Evan has knocked out power to most of the country. This extreme
weather event occurred during the week of December 8 through the 15 of
2012.
In another ocean (the Atlantic) on the other side of the world, Scotland was
experiencing some of the worst tidal surges they have experienced in over 100
years on December 15, 2012. Sea walls that have withstood storms for over a
150 years were washed away effortlessly by enormous waves. According to
Gerry Hughes, chairman of the North Berwick Harbour Association, “The
wind strength wasn’t all that high, but the sea was absolutely beyond
understanding. In the harbour you have a 40 ft. sea container that was
washed approximately 200 m, took away some fencing, and went straight into
the harbour.”
In Rio De Janeiro, Brazil a soaring heat wave has crippled the country as
temperatures rose above 110 degrees in the last week of December 2012. This
heat wave shut down airports in Santos Dumont and Rio leaving many
buildings without air conditioning.
Also during the week of December 8-15 ‘king tides’ swamped the coast of
California from San Francisco south to Huntington Beach and Newport Bay.
According to many sources ‘king tides’ occur from unusual alignments of the
Sun and Moon and yet the ‘king tide’ explanation was only used in America,
hmmm!
You don’t normally think of snowstorms when you think of the Middle East
but just this last week (January, 2013) a powerful snowstorm blanketed
Jerusalem, parts of Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey with as much as a half a foot
of snow after many days of freezing rain.

The author notes about the above effects: “These and other extreme weather
events are being heralded as once in a life time 100 year phenomenon and yet
they seem to be happening fairly regularly around the globe. Perhaps we
need to redefine what a 100 year storm actually is.”
This study notes concerning Earth wobble: “The fact that the Earth’s wobble has
increased is abundantly clear when viewing the extreme weather using critical thinking.
You cannot have warm spring like temperatures in Europe and sub zero arctic
temperatures in Russia at the same time without the Earth being titled back and forth.
“What is happening is that the Earth is being tilted in such a way that Siberia is
getting less sunlight as it is tilted towards the North Pole and when the wobble comes
back then Europe is moved closer to the equator and gets more sunlight. We on the
planet don’t feel this wobble but if we use critical thinking and pay attention we will
recognize the signs of this phenomenon.
“Many people have noticed that the Sun and the Moon both seem to be out of
place but what is happening is the Earth is being moved (tilted back and forth) and so it
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looks as if the Moon and the Sun are moving, they aren’t the Earth is.
“Since the MSM (Mainstream Media) has failed to mention this, forbidden is a
better word, the public believes that the tidal surges and extreme weather from the Earth
being tilted back and forth is being caused by a wide variety of explanations, none of
which are accurate. The Pacific Ocean and the land masses around it are receiving
more sunlight as that part of our planet is now receiving the most Sun due to the
increased wobble.
“There will be three warning signs that the Polar Shift is nearing.
1. A fine red dust will begin to show up in cloud formations, on the surface of
rivers and lakes and in ocean tides. This red dust is from the gaseous cloud
that surrounds Nibiru Planet X and as the two planets near it will find its way
into Earth’s atmosphere.
2. The Earth will begin to moan and groan from tectonic plate movement on a
grand scale. The vibrating Earth’s mantle will be transmitted through bodies
of water and the ground to create unmistakable moaning, groaning and
trumpeting.
3. The time of the day will seem skewed or off, night will still be prevalent even
though the sky should be showing signs of daybreak. Evenings will last longer
than they should, with our Sun taking forever to set.
“By creating a wide variety of explanations for rising tidal surges, red dust
clouds and extreme weather, The-Powers-That-Be hope to keep the average man
from recognizing the Earth’s wobble and then of course realizing the true reason
for the increase in extreme weather, tectonic planet movement and volcanic
activity worldwide.
“Of course when these tidal surges and flood waters no longer dissipate and
drain away as expected then more and more people will begin to question these events.
For the most part the Earth’s wobble has been cleverly explained away using a host of
reasonable excuses that the common man cannot prove one way or the other.”
Polar Shift Now Beginning: Mantle stretching and Earth wobble along with the
resulting seismic activity, tidal surges, red dust clouds, red rain, rivers and seas, heating
of the oceans, extreme weather events, and strange sounds heard worldwide are all strong
indications that a polar shift has begun and is now intensifying due to the magnetic
influence of the incoming Brown Dwarf/Planet X system. This same study points out:
“The Polar shift began in earnest in 2003 when Nibiru Planet X entered our solar
system and ever since then extreme weather events, earthquakes and volcanic activity has
increased. The Powers-That-Be have used a wide variety of explanations to keep the
public from recognizing this fact. They have censored news stories, prohibited the MSM
to report on obvious signs of Nibiru Planet X’s existence and even prevented many
astronomers from making global announcements in the form of murder and intimidation.
“As the countdown to the stoppage of the Earth’s rotation, a precursor to THE
Pole Shift, continues these extreme weather events, volcanic eruptions and earthquakes
will become more common and have almost lulled mankind into believing they are just a
part of Global Warming.
“The Powers-That-Be hopes that humanity will not recognize that these extreme
weather events are all related and in doing so it will keep the infrastructure of the planet
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running smoothly right up to the very end. They hope to keep people going to their jobs,
paying their taxes and not pay attention to the global catastrophes as a whole. This, they
hope will prevent the public from panicking and moving inland and away from sea
coasts, stockpiling extra food and resources and prevent the public from making a run on
banks.”
Pole Shift Conclusions: There is a growing (but slow) realization that all these
polar shift signs are the result of some outside celestial influence. The magnetic and
gravitational influence of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system upon our Earth (and the
whole solar system) is becoming more evident by the day and will become more so as
these signs increase and happen everywhere. People will begin to ask more questions as
to why these things are happening. The Powers-That-Be do not want the public to know
why these things are happening – that the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is incoming.
They have put out there agents of disinformation especially on the internet to give
alternate explanations as to why these signs are happening which of course, have been
prophesied to happen according to Sacred Scripture and Marian revelation as well as old
Catholic, Indian and Ancient prophecies.
Regarding these pole shift signs, the Powers-That-Be would have us believe:
1. Ocean levels are rising due to the melting of polar ice sheets.
2. The polar ice sheets are melting because of rising global temperatures.
3. Rising global temperatures are due to more carbon in the atmosphere.
4. That this carbon is due to industrial pollution.
This simply is not true.
The real reasons for the rising ocean levels, increased seismic activity and more is
because of the following:
1. Ocean temperatures are rising due to over 3 million fissures and volcanic
openings on the ocean floors. (The heat is from rising magma from deepEarth chambers. Magma from underneath is being released into the water
through these fissures and volcanic openings).
2. These fissures and volcanic openings are due to the tectonic plate movement.
3. Tectonic plate movement is due to an ongoing polar shift and mantle
stretching.
4. The polar shift and mantle stretching is the effects directly attributed to the
magnetic and gravitational pull or force of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system
as this system draws nearer.
According to the Higher Truth Channel, other indications that a polar shift is
underway are the fact the North star has moved down 3 degrees from its normal
position (as viewed from Texas), and that clusters of earthquakes are happening
on exact opposite sides of the Earth. This indicates a polar shift has started with
North America shifting to the south.
Also, clusters and swarms of comets – even pairs of comets, are coming all from
one direction – from Aquarius, the area from which the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is
coming from.
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Blood-Red Waters: One of the prominent apocalyptic signs of the End of Days
is the water turning blood-red. Rivers, seas, lakes, rains and even waterfalls and at times
swimming pools across the world have turned blood red. Sacred Scripture has
prophesied that this would come to pass in the End Times. Ezechiel 32:6 states, “And I
will water the Earth with thy stinking blood upon the mountains, and the valleys shall
be filled with thee.” Apocalypse 16:3-7 states: “And the second poured out his bowl
upon the sea, and it became blood as of a dead man; and every live thing in the sea
dies.
“And the third poured out his bowl upon the rivers and fountains of waters, and
they became blood.
“And I heard the angel of the waters saying, ‘Thou art just, O Lord, who art
and who wast, O Holy One, because thou hast judged these things;
“because they poured out the blood of saints and prophets, blood also thou has
given them to drink; they deserve it!’
“And I heard the altar saying, ‘Yes, O Lord God almighty, true and just are thy
judgments.”
The blood red water phenomenon is becoming more prevalent. Various theories
have been put forth to explain this phenomenon. These include Red Algae bloom, red
blood cells in chemtrails, red salts, strange red extra terrestrial life, and red dust.
Scientists are baffled and simply call it a “extraordinary natural phenomenon.”
Let’s take these theories one at a time:
1. Red Algae. Red Algae only accounts for some of the blood red seas, but does
not account for lakes, rivers and especially waterfalls, etc.
2. Red blood cells in chemtrails. This may account for some of the waters
turnig blood red but is not sufficient to cover such widespread worldwide
occurrences to the deep red-colors we sea in these waters.
3. Red Salts. Red salts have indeed shown up in several of the red waters such
as in France. White foam or clustering white salt crystals often clinging to
aquatic plant life have very often been seen in connection with the blood red
water phenomenon. However, not all blood red water occurrences have this
salt crystal connection.
4. Strange Red Extraterrestrial Life. This has also been associated with the
blood red water phenomenon, but primarily in blood red rains. Such a blood
red rains occurred in Kerala, India from July through September, 2001. There
were several rains during this period all exhibiting the same type of strange
red organisms that replicated themselves without any DNA. The Indian
scientist, Godfrey Louis and researcher Linda Moulton Howe analysis seemed

to point to an extraterrestrial source such as comets. However, here too, this
theory is inadequate to explain all the blood red waters in seas, rivers and
waterfalls across the world.
[Author’s Note: Analysis of the red rain that fell for 15 minutes on November
14/15, 2012 in Sri Lanka “confirms the presence of living organisms in the water. It was
observed these organisms stopped all movement when exposed to light,” according to the
media spokesman for the Ministry of Health, W. M. D. Wanninayaka. The tests
concluded that the red rains were caused by a unicellular micro-organism belonging to
the Kingdom Protista, said to be the main cause of reddish downpours in various regions
of the world. However, it has been reported that “an outer shell-like covering known as a
Lorica is possessed by this organism, which can have a colour ranging from yellow to
reddish-brown, depending on the concentration of the iron salts found within it.” But
this is not all. Another professor weighs in on the analysis of the blood-red rains: “As
far as the Kerala red rain is concerned, there is a mysterious microorganism that has
defied identification so far. We have not been able to convincingly extract any DNA from
them and Professor Louis has maintained that there is no DNA, but it can multiply at
very high temperatures under high pressure conditions. I think there are all the signs of
an alien bug! The Kerala red rain was preceded by a sonic boom that was heard,
probably indicating that a fragment of a comet exploded in the atmosphere and
unleashed the red cells that became incorporated in rain. I suspect the same could be
true of the Sri Lanka rain, but I would like to have samples to confirm this. I should also
say that reports of red rain are found throughout history all the way back to biblical
times. I think this could be more evidence for cometary panspermia theory.” (Professor
Chandra Wickramasinghe, Director of the Astrobiological Center at the Buckingham
University as quoted in “Sri Lanka Red Rain Mystery Solved” – The Watchers –
Adorraeli website). ]
That leaves only one explanation left: The red dust theory, which also seems to
Have an extraterrestrial source. Just as the strange red extraterrestrial life in India’s red
rains seems to have a source in the debris left behind by comets, so too the red dust. It is
said as the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system draws ever nearer the more red dust will enter
the Earth’s atmosphere. Such a phenomenon is known as the Red Hand of Death and for
a very good reason: Everything this red dust touches especially in the water, dies. This
Red Hand of Death was explained in our Supplement to The Apocalypse Unfolds.
“The Red Hand of Death in particular refers to sulfur dioxide that will enter the
Earth’s atmosphere as individual streamers. These eventually will combine with the jet
stream in the upper atmosphere and become cloudlike. As the sulfur dioxide is carried
along it will pick up moisture along the way and begin to settle out as long fingers from a
hand and descend to Earth. It will appear as a big reddish (or orange-red) hand with
fingers curving much the same way as depicted in the classic 1950’s movie The Ten
Commandments. This was depicted very well with the exception of the color – it was red
not green. As these ‘fingers’ of sulfur dioxide descend, everything will be covered with a
fine reddish dust and the water will turn ‘blood-red.’ This will continue to happen as
long as the Earth is in the tail of the comet.” [ On the Brink of the Great Tribulation
by Diamond Star. P 168.]
But sulfur dioxide is not the whole story. An iron oxide dust with accompanying
toxic gases will also be in the mix. In our volume four of The Apocalypse Unfolds we
explained this in detail.
“A great deal of poisonous gases, as indicated in some of the previously
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mentioned prophecies, would be created as some of the atmospheric elements as well as
some of the elements brought with the comet, would melt from the tremendous heat. In
this regard consider the following report.
“A comet passing through the Earth’s atmosphere would not burn up – it would
melt – and thereby release cyanogen gas to react with the various gases of which the
atmosphere is composed. Those reactions would produce several poisonous cyanogen
compounds. One of these compounds would be hydrocyanic acid. The chemical
mixing of hydrocyanic acid with water vapor in the Earth’s hydrological cycle would
produce the chemical reaction between (the Cyanogen gas, water vapor, and
Hydrocyanic acid which is in liquid form). The gradual mixing of cyanogen gas with
water vapor would cause hydrocyanic acid to precipitate out in raindrops over a large
part of the Earth’s surface, thereby poisoning many local water supplies.
“Please compare the similarities between hydrocyanic acid and wormwood
found in the following definitions from the modrn chemist’s handbook and old Bible
dictionaries.
“Hydrocyanic Acid (HNC) – A colorless, water soluble liquid that solidifies at 15 C and boils into a gaseous form at 25 degrees C (77+F). It is a very poisonous,
aromatic acid with a bitter taste.
“Wormwood – An aromatic herb of the sunflower family. Oil of wormwood has
a bitter taste. It was used in John’s day to destroy intestinal worms and is native to
Eurasia.
“Antidotes for Hydrocyanic Acid Poisoning: Hydrogen peroxide internally, and
artificial respiration, breathing ammonia or chlorine from chlorinated lime, ferrous
sulfate followed by potassium carbonate.” [ENCOUNTER CHRONICLES
QUARTERLY, Spring 1997, p 25.]
“A ferruginous, soluble pigment, somewhat radioactive as well as other
poisonous compounds would pollute and discolor the atmosphere, making it hard to
breathe. Thus the warnings in several prophecies to stay indoors and to seal off all
openings, etc. during this period.
A veritable ‘HELL’ will encompass the Earth at this time complete with a reddish,
murky, and poisonous atmosphere. Such chaotic conditions and degraded sickened
environment will make a perfect world for both evil spirits and actual physical demons in
the form of serpentine humanoids {such as the grays, the dracos, etc.) to flourish. This is
why some prophecies warn not to answer the door or allow anyone in during this time for
demons and evil spirits will go about mimicking relatives, friends or loved ones crying to
be let in, etc.
“All of this will come to a fiery end during the Sun’s nova, the Great White Fire
of the Purification, when all evil will be cleansed from the Earth and the world
renewed.” [ The Apocalypse in Perspective by Diamond Star, pp 229-230. ]
All these various toxic elements and gases such as described above ( sulfur
dioxide, hydrocyanic acid, iron oxides, etc.) are carried along in the tails of comets large
and small, and given the number of swarms of comets encountered lately plus the fact of
the nearness of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system, there is reason to believe these toxic
elements in the form of comet tail dust is now entering our atmosphere. This would
explain thoroughly the red dust clouds and red rains as well as red blood waters in seas,
rivers and lakes, etc.
Some signs of the presence of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system or large comets
affecting the Earth are:
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Appearance of a fine red dust that turns ponds, rivers, and other bodies of
water blood red. The iron ore content in the red dust gives water a brackish
taste.
Red dust settling on objects or blowing about, and red dust in the clouds at all
times of day from horizon to horizon.
Astonishingly brilliant blood red sunsets, red skies (even at night), red halos
around the Moon, red clouds, and red auroras.
Harbingers in the sky that, unlike shooting stars, are green not white when
they burn up in the atmosphere.
Sun appearing larger than usual at sunset and sunrise.
Moon appearing larger and closer or smaller and very far away, far from the
norm.

The above list was taken from the Examiner website: “Countdown Signs for
Planet X: Blood Red Skies and Waters; Green Meteors” by Barbara Schneider –
August 28, 2012.
The point of all the foregoing information covering various topics related to the
incoming Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is the fact that scientific findings support
prophecy regard what now appears to be coming to pass in our End of Days. A mini
solar system is now incoming and is already dramatically affecting the Earth indicating
that the time is at hand for what has happened several times in our ancient past and is due
to occur in our immediate future. This is all confirmed by both scientific and prophetic
evidence. But there is still more.
The Two Suns Phenomenon: (see Two Suns Video Page) The two suns
phenomenon began with most notable sightings in 2009. This phenomenon signals the
visible return of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system into our solar system. This two suns
phenomenon only appears at sunrise and sunset.
The Bible Searchers website reveals: “It was on April 21, 2009, at the Village of
Chkalovsky in the Schelkovskoye Region of Russia, that the first and most famous home
movie was made with stark clarity of the approaching unknown solar body called Planet
X nearby our solar Sun, as it appeared to arrive from behind. It is believed that the
location of this movie was not far from the Airport Chkalovsky (or Chkalovskoye) that is
a military airport base near Shchyolkovov, in the Moscow Oblast region of Russia.”
[“The 2009 Visible Return of Planet X”]
Other two sun sightings have occurred in Sweden, Poland, England, in various
places in North America – especially Pennsylvania, California, Hawaii, Arizona, Texas;
also China, South America, Australia, New Zealand, and Antarctica. Second sun
sightings are especially occurring in the southern hemisphere but are now also being seen
in the northern hemisphere particularly below the 40th parallel.
As noted earlier, the second sun phenomenon is seen only around sunrise and
sunset. In the northern hemisphere the second sun appears north or to the right of the
setting Sun. At sunrise it will be seen to the left of the Sun. In the southern hemisphere it
would be the opposite of this.
Though there are hoaxes among the second sun sightings, they are easily weeded
out. Lens flares or internal lens reflections or computerized enhanced images can be
detected. True second sun events reflect on water and are often obscured by clouds – are
usually smaller than the true Sun or of a different appearance and sometimes appear
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reddish in color. True second sun events are often seen first with the naked eye before
they are photographed or videoed.
Since 2009 when the first second sun images were recorded, there has been a
steady increase in this phenomenon. Never-A-Straight-Answer NASA has always tried
to confuse the public on this issue. Officialdom has even chemtrailed the sunrises and
sunsets to keep the public from seeing this phenomenon.
However, now that he Brown Dwarf/Planet X system can be seen as a second sun
with the naked eye and also now that Earth changes are signaling more and more
obviously its approach, cover-up is becoming ever so more difficult.
It has been especially difficult to keep the lid on the incoming Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system because amongst the insiders of the military intelligencescientific community there has formed an “Old Boys” network that has shared
information on this incoming celestial object. The more that found out about it, the more
difficult it was to keep it secret.
UFO researcher Bob Dean was just one of those members of the “Old Boys”
network which numbered at one time around 150. Bob Dean and others of this network
knew they were tracking this object. He told of the time when this military intelligencescientific community sent probes with infrared capabilities to see if this “Planet X” was
real or not. As Bob put it, “the answer came back – not only ‘yes!’ but ‘Hell yes!’”
Retired Command Sergeant Major Robert Dean who had a “Cosmic Top Secret”
clearance while in the military tells us, “Some of our remote viewers have concluded,
yes, it’s going to happen this time; that we and it will be on the same side of the Sun at
the same time.” (This fact alone means the Sun most likely will nova when this close
passage occurs).
Dean furthermore reveals that “…Sources within the U.S. government tell me
that, yes, they are deeply concerned about it. And they’re worried sick about it. And
they don’t know what to do about it.” [As quoted in “The Coming of Nibiru: An
Interview With Bob Dean,” Sept. 2005. Project Camelot.]
Other investigative and scientific sources (Gil Broussard, Marshall Masters, 00
Skyview Research Team, etc.) confirmed this fact as given by Bob Dean. It has been
calculated that the Great Comet (Brown Dwarf/Planet X system) will pass between the
Earth and the Sun causing great devastation. At this time the Great Comet is already
being seen as a “Second Sun” visible only at sunrise and sunset – especially seen in the
southern hemisphere.
The second sun began to be photographed in 2009 and has been increasingly been
seen and photographed and videoed every year since then.
The appearance of this second sun phenomenon was prophesied by Our Lady of
Emmitsburg (Maryland) on June 1, 2008. This message confirms both the second sun
appearance and the fact that the Great Comet’s passage will be on our side of the Sun
causing great devastation.
“Children, for the last 20 years I have oftentimes spoken of ‘change.’ I have told
you that there is no time for fear; there is only time for change. You must know by now
that I have recently spoken of an arising of ‘two suns.’ When you see the two suns on the
horizon, you must know that this is a time of change, a time of this new beginning about
which I have spoken to you before. After you see the two suns, there is only a short time
before you will see a tremendous change in the weather. After this, as you know, there
are more changes to come.
“Children, God did not create only the Earth. God is the Creator of the cosmos,
with its many galaxies, many orbits, different stars and different planets. God is the
Creator! There are other planets like Earth, far beyond your understanding.

“I can tell you this: Even your governments and the Church authorities already
have knowledge of the stars aligning and its implications upon you. You must not fear
but must be prepared, primarily spiritually.
“After awhile, you will see a time when there is another body in orbit around your
solar system, coming between Earth and the Sun and leading to tremendous devastation.
Approximately 60-70% of the world’s population, as you know it, will cease. Of those
who survive, 60% of them could die of disease and starvation.
“Prayer is the answer! Prayer can mitigate much of anything to come. Love and
unity must be at the forefront, not survival of the fittest. But I can assure you that secretly
those in governmental positions around the world and Church authorities all know. As
your Mother and with you as children of God, it is my duty to forewarn you and to draw
you to my Son for protection.
“Look not too far before you will see two suns. Make my words known to all
people: Life is important because God loves you. Those who are in control of the
financial world think differently. But I your Mother know what true life is!
So prepare, spiritually prepare. You will always be with my Son if you trust. God
has a special plan, a new beginning! Look to Him; and do not fear, but love with all
your heart.” [Excerpt of June 1, 2008 message given through Gianna Sulivan as posted
on the Center of the Immaculate Heart website. ]
The reader will note that the above message of the Blessed Virgin Mary confirms
all that whistleblower Bob Dean has said and others have said about the incoming Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system.
All scientific evidence and all prophecies as well as Sacred Scripture concerning
these apocalyptic events confirm each other. There is no time to debate the facts. There
is only time to prepare, especially spiritually, for what is very soon to come upon us!
Our Lady at Necedah warned us long ago to “WAKE UP!” The time is at hand!
This Great Comet is INCOMING NOW! The next few years are critical!
[For more on the second sun phenomenon see: End Time Videos – Two Suns at
our website. ]
New World Order Elite Preparing For Planet X

click here for Underground Videos
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It has been said that all rats are the same: When a crisis or catastrophe is
imminent, they abandon ship. When wooden ships were in common use, there were
always rats on board. If the rats knew that the ship was in trouble and sinking, they
would jump off and swim away to safety. Unlike the captain and sailors trying to save
the ship, the rats would just run away. And, so the phrase “like rats deserting a sinking
ship” was born, referring to those who ditch what they see as a lost cause to save
themselves.
Do the world’s Elite believe the End Times are here and that the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system is now incoming? Are they quietly slipping away in the night,
leaving on their lear jets to a safe enclave or sanctuary?
For several years now, especially in the last decade since the Brown Dwarf/Planet
X system entered the outer solar system in 2003, there are definite signs the elite rats of
the world are “heading for the hills.” A conspicuous number of high-level officials have
tendered resignations. These include (but are not limited to) CEOs (Chief Executive
Officers) of some major companies such as the BBC (British Broadcasting Company),
Lockheed Martin, Petro-Shale, Magna International, various banking heads, several
mayors and premiers, and other top officials in various government related agencies, etc.
They are leaving highly populated places like Florida, California, New York City, and in
general all coastal areas. They are heading towards “the hills” of Alberta, Canada;
burrowing deep under the Missouri Ozarks as well as into underground sanctuaries in
various parts of the world that are well stocked with supplies. They avoid places
expected to be crowded or overpopulated such as the U.S. East Coast, Europe and the
Pacific Rim – and even countries dominated by Islam to avoid resulting hostilities. They
avoid all metropolitan highly populated areas to keep from getting caught up in the
coming turmoil that will result. Most all of their underground rocky enclaves are located
in rural areas or under what they consider their primary governing centers of the future
Next World Order such as the vast underground complex located under the Denver
Airport.
In addition several organizations have made curious changes and several moves
away from coastlines. We reported on this in 2011. An article appeared in the American
Free Press of June 27, 2011 entitled, “Why is U.S. Government Moving Installations to
Center of Nation?” This well done article by Keith Johnson notes among other things:
“While the government has been close-lipped about preparations for
catastrophes, there are indications that infrastructure relocations are well under way.”
Johnson quotes John Moore, producer of the 2008 documentary, Global
Warming: What the Government Isn’t Telling You, as saying, “If you look at the locations
of FEMA camps around the nation, you’ll notice that only a couple are located in coastal
regions. All the rest are inland.”
Johnson explains, “That’s not all. In 2005, the CIA announced that it would be
moving its domestic operations from Langley, Va. To Denver, Colo. In 2009, the NSA
announced that they would house their new computer mainfromes in the desert outside of
Salt Lake City. NASA has also decided to move many of its coastal operations to inland
‘safe areas.’ The Plum Island research facility – which conducts sensitive biological
experiments on an offshore mound of dirt --- is now being relocated to the heart of North
America: Manhattan, Kansas.”
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There are other strange events happening that illustrate the elite are preparing for
an incoming geophysical event such as the following: The Shadow government –
military-scientific intelligence community have had meetings since the 1983 discovery of
Planet X. The purpose of these meetings were to discuss the effects of a Planet X
passage and what to do about it. It was decided the Public would not be told. Since that
time the World Elite have been in “fast-mode” to complete as many underground
dwellings and storage facilities as possible. Thousands of these underground facilities
have been “bunkered-in” the rocky caverns of the Earth for as the elite put it, a coming
“catastrophic celestial impact.”
Add to all the above this interesting little tidbit: The Emergency Management
Agency of Utah (UEMA) Conference of Phycisians For Civil Defense on January 9, 2014
issued the following statement: “All Americans starting with first responders and
emergency managers need to know this basic life-saving principle: ‘Drop and cover if
you see a sudden very bright light.’”
This above emergency preparation means only one thing: The elite know that
from now on there will be a more likelihood of increased fireballs. This fact has been
verified by the American Meteor Society data and by statistical graphs of the number of
fireballs for 2013 and 2014. There is a definite sudden increase for both years and
especially large fireballs for 2014. The elite know that as the Planet X system nears ever
closer more increased fireball activity can be expected.
In all the major coutries of the world the elite are preparing for massive Earth
changes. This includes China’s elite building “ghost” cities costing trillions of dollars at
500 to 1,000 miles from the coastlines. These “ghost’ cities are able to house at least 10
million residents (approximately) – but, are completely empty except for a small
maintenance staff. These “ghost” cities include:
Ordos, Inner Mongolia: Capacity: 3 million, population zero, elevation 4,522
feet according to Google Earth, and nearly 1,000 miles inland.
Ernshot, Xllin Gol, Inner Mongolia is also up on the high plateau, just under
4,000 feet above sea level, completely empty, and almost 1,000 miles inland.
Bayan Nur, Inner Mongolia. 4,037 ft. above sea level, again 1,000 miles inland.
Kangbashi, 4,430 ft. above sea level, over 500 miles inland.
Yunnan University, in Kunming. Built high in the mountains between 6,800
and 8,200 ft. above sea level, far inland, built to house 2.3 million “students” – it
currently has a whopping 11,000 enrolled.
Are the above examples all unrelated coincidences? Not hardly!
There are satellite photos of new construction in diverse parts of China. There are
those that say these “ghost” city constructions are to boost China’s economy and provide
jobs. Then consider this: “In a fascinating expose aimed at uncovering the waste
prevalent within China’s economy today, Businessinsider.com, one of the 500 largest
websites online, recently explored the ‘overheating economy’ in China, illustrated by the
‘ghost cities’ that have popped up in various parts of the country. Their theory is that
China wants to keep its economy burgeoning, and thus, they are building entire cities for
future population growth, just to keep factories at peak production and keep the economy
moving forward.
“However, closer examination of these cities demonstrates an eerie commonality
– each of these so-called “ghost cities” is built at altitude, far inland from the ocean. If
the purpose of this construction was merely to keep industry booming, it would make
more rational sense to build a reasonable distance from an existing metropolis, far
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enough away to keep vandals out, but close enough to allow for expansion in the
coming years. Clearly, there is another rationale behind this epic construction project –
survival.
“Take into consideration that China always operates on a 100 year plan. TPTB
(The-Powers-That-Be) have directed trillions of dollars from all but the very wealthiest
by creating the bubbles in various industries, and since they had the gift of foresight and
know which industries they were going to expand, they have worked both ends to the
middle.” [ “China’s 10 Million Person Mountain Refuges Await Residnets” by Peter von
Irie, Esq. Chaos Preppers website. ]
In Moscow, Russia there are construction statistics showing that at least 5,000
new “End of the World” bunkers have been built or are being built around the city.
Norway’s arctic is the location of the international elite’s “Doomsday” seed vault
holding nearly every known species of living plant in case of a cataclysmic event.
Diamond Star Research has reported on this as well as the expectation by the Norwegian
government that Planet X is incoming and preparing for 2 million to go underground. [
See: “Norwegian Politician: Planet X is Incoming, 2,000,000 to go Underground” and
“The Doomsday Seed Vault” elsewhere on this website. ]
Furthermore, Peter von Irie, Esq. of www.chaospreppers.com demonstrates that
something big is definitely afoot.
“CNN has gone on record interviewing several US developers this year that are
building TEOTWAWKI fortified condos in old nuclear missile silos across North America
and selling the space in excess of $1 million per unit, and of course, there are now more
federal US workers in Denver, Colorado than in Washington D.C., including the
headquarters of the US intelligence community.
“Moreover, there’s been quite a lot of speculation about ‘what’s underneath the
airport in Denver’ for a decade, and of course, the royal family in the UK made waves
several years ago by buying up thousands of acres just east of Denver.
“Not only that, but the new Homeland Security headquarters are being built in
the mountains of Utah, of all places, and internet luminaries such as Google and
Facebook have also been relocating to sleepy towns across the interior of the western US
– at elevation, of course.” [Ibid. ]
The Countdown to Zero Time website reveals some interesting information in
regards to the New World Order Elite’s preparations for the coming of the Destroyer.
“Maybe Phillip Schneider was a little off concerning the timing as he gave a speech at
the Preparedness Expo on 1995-09-22 when he said:
“’Nemesis is a brown dwarf … probably hollow, maybe not a star at all … and
it is so massive it is dragging comets and meteoric material with it, and space garbage
and debris. It will be a threat. Supposedly … it will be here in 2052. Nobody knows
for certain.’
“Please note that Mr. Schneider was involved in building underground cities and
tunnels and later had to pay with his life when he decided to go public about the secret
military preparations that the governments of the world are involved in since the middle
of the last century.
“The threat that ‘The Destroyer’ will bring is known by most governments at least
since 1979. Shortly after their discovery they decided to construct the theory of global
warming as it is taught today. This then would lead the public in a different direction
and give the elite some more time for unobstructed covert preparations. They do expect
this passing ‘brown dwarf’ to cause exactly the havoc we have been describing to our
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planet…”
This author then goes on to explain what the elite have been working on for the
last 50 or so years. “Underground bases have been built and are being completed right
now. It is difficult to obtain precise numbers because the information is classified.
Construction started in the 40’s under the premises of the ‘cold war’ and never stopped.
Phil Schneider mentioned 129 bases in completion in 1995. Today there is about 210
completed in the US and about 1500 big ones worldwide, maybe 4500 if we count the
small ones too.
“One or two new ‘ Deep Underground Military Bases’ (D.U.M.B.) are now being
completed every month in the US. Initially the goal was to be finished with all
preparations before October of 2011. They recalculated and adjusted the date to match
the observations of the incoming object and moved the deadline to an earlier day –
December 2009. The global elite got their call to run for the hills in the last two months
of 2009. The officials that are working for the ‘continuity of government’ under FEMA
are already in place. Everybody else that is invited is going underground at some time
this year. We do not know the date.” [ “Planet X The Destroyer” – Countdown to
Zerotime website. ]
These underground cities and bases are at an average depth of over a mile
according to Phil Schneider who helped build them. They are all between 2.66 and 4.25
cubic miles in size. There are tunnels connecting them that can be drilled 7 miles in one
day.
All these vast underground bunkers and cities are intended for the survival of
certain wealthy political leaders, international bankers and corporate heads as well as key
religious figures. Also key scientific, medical, industrial, and educational personnel will
be included. All of these underground shelters are being built with tax dollars through
the Black Budget which is off the record. These elite sanctuaries are being stocked with
enough water, food, clothing, medicine and technological equipment to guarantee
survival of the occupants for several years. The elite have also placed in these hideaways
certain treasures: Art, money (gold & silver bars, etc.), automobiles, alcohol and even
select wines for their future use. They have even put in hydroponic growing facilities for
certain crops as well as fish and poultry farms, etc.
So what happens to those poor souls (like us) left on the surface? The PowersThat-Be could care less. The elites’ goal is to have the world’s population downsized
considerably by the passage of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system in keeping with their
Georgia Guidestones first commandment and their stated population control statements.
All these foregoing underground shelter plans of the elite have been prophesied to
come to pass in our End of Days by Sacred Scripture.
“And the loftiness of men shall be bowed down, and the haughtiness of men
shall be hmbled, and the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day.
“And idols shall be utterly destroyed.
“And they shall go into the holes of rocks, and into the caves of the earth from
the face of the fear of the Lord, and from the glory of his majesty, when he shall rise
up to strike the earth.
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“In that day a man shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which
he had made for himself to adore, moles and bats.
“And he shall go into the clefts of rocks, and into the holes of stones from the
face of the fear of the Lord, and from the glory of his majesty, when he shall rise up to
strike the earth.”
--- Isaias 2:17-21
“And I saw, when he opened the sixth seal, and there was a great earthquake,
and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair; and the whole moon became as blood.
“And the stars of heaven fell upon the earth, as the fig tree sheds its unripe figs
when it is shaken by a great wind.
“And heaven passed away as a scroll that is rolled up; and every mountain and
the islands were moved out of their places.
“And the kings of the earth, and the princes, and the tribunes, and the rich, and
the strong, and everyone, bond and free, hid themselves in the caves and in the rocks of
the mountains.
“And they said to the mountains and to the rocks, ‘Fall upon us, and hide us
from the face of him who sits upon the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb;
“for the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”
--- Apocalypse 6:12-17
We can clearly see from these passages of Sacred Scripture that these verses have
direct reference to the passage of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system and the World Elites
(Kings of the Earth) plans for underground protection from the wrath of God in the End
of Days.
There is reference also to this Destroyer of civilizations in the Kolbrin Bible –
Manuscripts 3:4:
“When blood drops upon the Earth, the Destroyer will appear, and mountains
will open up and belch forth fire and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all living
things engulfed…. Waters will be swallowed up by the land, and seas will boil.”
Manuscripts 3:5 “The Heavens will burn brightly and redly; there will be a
copper hue over the face of the land, ‘followed by a day of darkness. A new moon will
appear and break up and fall.”
Manuscripts 3:6: “The people will scatter in madness. They will hear the
trumpet and battle cry of the Destroyer and will seek refuge within the dens in the
Earth. Terror will eat away their hearts, and their courage will flow from them like
water from a broken pitcher. They will be eaten up in the flames of wrath and
consumed by the breath of the Destroyer.”
Manuscripts 3:10: “In those days, men will have the Great Book before them;
wisdom will be revealed; the few will be gathered for the stand; it is the hour of trial.
The dauntless ones will survive; the stouthearted will not go down to destruction.”
The so-called World Elite may think these underground “safe-havens” will protect
them from The Destroyer of civilizations which God is using as an instrument of His
wrath, but when considering the projected size of pole shift earthquakes in 9.0 range
worldwide, mountain building and continental rifts tearing apart, these underground
facilities will hardly be that – more than likely could end up being their tombs.
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The Approach, Location and Arrival Time
As the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system comes closer, greater seismicity,
volcanism, and extreme weather can be expected and that’s exactly what we are now
experiencing.
Comets and fireballs are coming in “swarms” in unprecedented numbers.
Scientists at NASA, Biesecker and Batham admit 25 comets hit the Sun in a 10 day
period and the increase of sungrazer comets is four-fold – as many as 20,000. Over 1,000
fireballs were recorded coming in during the first quarter of 2014.
Also, why is it there are more earthquakes during 90 degree and direct alignments
with Aquarius. The Higher Truth Channel notes that when plasma is erupting from the
Sun’s surface, no matter the location, it falls back going to the backside of the Sun –
which just happens to face Aquarius.
More and more evidence has been compiled by several independent amateur
astronomers and researchers that indicate clearly this large celestial “wrecking ball” of
civilizations is now approaching our inner solar system from the region of Aquarius. The
system is coming in from below the ecliptic (the plane of the planets). Ever since this
Nemesis has entered our solar system in 2003, the Earth changes have undergone a
dramatic uptick in frequency and severity. Extremes in weather, increased large
earthquakes with small ones numbering in the thousands, record volcanism, sinkholes
and expansion cracks have increased to a phenomenal level – not to mention magnetic
anomalies, magnetic pole drift, Earth wobble, landslides and explosions caused by
tectonic plate movement, sea level rise, change in ocean temperatures and composition,
the red blood waters phenomenon, the two suns phenomenon and lots more all traceable
to a common cause – the approach of the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system. From 2004 to
2014, there has been a dramatic rise in all the above signs of approach of this system
intruding into ours.
Even though we have those who would deny this is due to the Planet X system,
the obvious facts are there if one would take the time to connect the dots. Despite all the
denials from internet trolls and even from James McCanney himself, who says there is no
Planet X in the solar system, there is nothing else out there to cause such worldwide and
dramatic Earth changes as we are now experiencing. Consider all we have presented and
then add these few things for good measure:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Intensity and frequency in seismological activity has increased
dramatically the likes of which we have never seen since readings
began to be recorded.
Unprecedented increase in volcanism with dormant volcanoes waking
up after hundreds or thousands of years. (Two extinct volcanoes have
just become active in South America after an estimated 160,000 years
of dormancy.
Weather has gone wild with a bizarre increase in the electrical potential
of thunderstorms; super-cells spawning record tornadoes, hail, rainfall,
(sometimes as much as 2 feet in a 24 hour period). Also record
draught, wildfires, certain places receiving 6 feet of hail accumulation
– various places such as Japan, Alaska, Russia, etc. receiving anywhere
from 17 to 21 feet of snow in just a matter of days.
Earth cracking with marked increased frequency of sinkholes (moving
north – establishing a pattern); landslides increasing – once considered
rare, now a regular occurrence.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.

Noctoluminiscent clouds becoming much more common as well as red
dust storms, etc.
Russian floods of 2013 considered the worst ever – 1200 affected, 140
killed . Also nearly 3,000 heat records broken.
FEMA preparing for a catastrophic event in the New Madrid fault
zone; preparing for 7 million survival rate with 14 million meals per
day.
Jet streams have gone erratic forming vortices instead of the usual
weather patterns resulting in a change in ocean currents giving rise to
even more extreme weather. The 2012/2013 winter was Europe’s
worst winter in 1,000 years.
Animal behavior has become strange in certain areas due to seismic
activity and magnetic fluctuations in the magnetosphere.
Earthquakes in Yellowstone are not due to plate movements but to
magma movement causing harmonic termors.
Norris Basin uplift, infractions and intrusions showing magma
movement under basin. USGS is not posting soil and water or geyser
data.
Ground uplift in Yellowstone was recorded at 1.5 cm in one day –
March 29, 2014. Since then it has continued to uplift and even moved
to the southeast an inch. Earthquake tremors (magma rising) has
dramatically increased in the last couple of years in both Yellowstone
and the Norris Basin. The USGS is not posting data to reflect this. The
USGS has been falsifying data for years.
It has been determined by independent research studies that the Earth
stretching (of its mantle) is accompanied by strange sounds: booms,
groanings, and trumpet-like sounds.
Stan Deyo, who has researched earthquakes and Earth changes for
years, reported recently that scientists have probed the Earth’s core to
check what is going on in the inner Earth. What they found is that the
Earth’s shape is changing. It is becoming less spherical and more
oblate. (This gives further evidence of the distorting affect caused by
the incoming Brown Dwarf/Planet X system).
According to Dane Wigington’s geoengineering research, there are 400
dead zones in the world’s ocean coastal waters. Some zones are at
least 10,000 square miles in size. Also ultra violet penetration of our
atmosphere is off the charts.
According to Bob Fletcher’s investigations, there are trillions of dollars
in gold and other financial reserves that have gone missing with no
explanation. The day before the 9/11 attacks in 2001, former
Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld admitted that 2.3 million
dollars was missing and unaccounted for. Also, in 2010 9 trillion
dollars went missing which was admitted to on the floor of Congress.
It was to be checked into and a promise was made “I’ll get back to
you.” But nothing was heard since.
Fletcher also reported that truckers have confided to him that they
drove at least 800 miles on underground roads and seeing other
truckers traveling these roads as well. There are facilities seen
underground that go down at least 20 stories. Some of these facilities
are strictly devoted to growing crops.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Fletcher further reports on China’s “ghost cities” being completed in
the last 10 years. These empty cities are as big as New York City or
Chicago with no one in them waiting for residents to fill them. The
Chinese are also storing rockets, planes, and ships in underground
tunnels and bunkers.
Last but not least, in Miami, Florida, at high tide the water floods the
city for at least 6 city blocks inland. The city has installed water pumps
costing billions of dollars to pump the water back out. This is a sure
sign of sea level rise and Earth wobble which cause tidal surges.
Dutchsinse reports that Sulfur dioxide has already caused evacuations
in Iceland. People are having respiratory reactions. The Sun is
glowing red from all the sulfur dioxide. Estimates are putting the
Bardabunga sulfur emissions as greater than all of Europe put together.
He also reports (November, 2014) Moscow is under a toxic sulfur
cloud causing respiratory problems.
According to the Higher Truth Channel, there are “chain reaction” solar
flares now occurring on the Sun which is causing gravitational debris
and filament collapse. Large magnetic loops are turning towards
Aquarius. Electrons light up even the dimmest of these aurora loops on
the Sun creating a canopy of light. Plasma bursts from the Sun always
go in the direction of Aquarius which is the Backside of the Sun.
Interestingly enough, Marshall Masters reports the Planet X system has
now gone behind the Sun as we view it from Earth. This ties in
perfectly with the plasma falling back towards Aquarius as noted in
item 21.
Marshall Masters also indicates that Planet X system is now within the
inner solar system but on the far side of the Sun and is expected to
make its perihelion in 2015-2016. In the early months, Masters says,
Planet X is to come out from behind the Sun and enter our area of
space on our near side of the Sun. Furthermore Marshall Masters
admits (or was told) that a galactic super wave will cause the initial
events of the tribulation with additional events caused by the Planet X
system during the tribulation. (See “Final Warning on the Great
Warning” posted elsewhere on this website).
Masters has reported that the Planet X system is approaching the
critical danger zone on our side of the Sun. He views the Planet X
system as a serious threat. We must also note on Master’s information
– while we agree with his scientific findings as put together by his
research team, his latest information given to him by his “spirit guides”
we caution against as we here at Diamond Star Research cannot accept
info from New Age type “spirit guides.” We only accept revelations
from genuine heavenly sources such as Marian revelation or Sacred
Scripture.

All the foregoing and more points to the near approach of the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system. As to this system’s location, according to researchers Gil
Broussard, Marshall Masters, the 00 Skyview Team and others, this coming
celestial system is at least somewhere beyond the orbit of Saturn as of mid-2013.
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Some claim since then that it has moved under (and between) the orbits of Saturn
and Jupiter. This calculated position seems to be evidenced by the fact that
Saturn had at least two pole shifts and Jupiter is being pulled down in its orbit
according to telescopic photos taken in 2007, 2009 and 2012 showing a definite
position change, pulling Jupiter down significantly in its orbit. It would seem that
the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is now approaching the inner solar system
from beneath the ecliptic and from behind the Sun.
We know that the outer solar system planets of Neptune and Uranus suffered pole
shifts also as reported by astronomers years ago. Now it seems due to the increase even
more so of large fireballs this year (2014), it appears this may be a sign that the Brown
Dwarf/Planet X system is now closely approaching our inner solar system. Information
presented by Marshall Masters on his website (www.yowusa.com), indicates this
increased fireball activity is the intrusion of this incoming celestial system into our inner
solar system. We will have to closely monitor this and see how this situation develops.
When will this Brown Dwarf/Planet X system arrive? We are not privy to the
official data on this system’s orbit, speed, exact position or trajectory. Only the PowersThat-Be have the most reliable and accurate data on this incoming celestial system which
they keep to themselves. There have been some leaks from time to time as well as
calculation done by independent amateur astronomers and others investigating this.
Whistleblower Bob Dean puts the Destroyer’s arrival approximately in the year
2017, the 100th anniversary of the Fatima apparitions and the deadline target year for the
New World Order to have the Mark of the Beast system in place.
One of Gil Broussard’s windows for passage of this system is from 2017 to 2023.
There is still another window of passage by Bart Sibrel of the Sleuth Journal. He tells us:
“I was first told about Planet X by a high ranking source at NASA in or about
1989. They said that the planet was going to make a dangerously close approach to
Earth in the second half of the second decade of the 21st century. In 1989, not one of my
top concerns. Because the planet is estimated to be 7 to 44 times bigger than the Earth,
they said its dramatic gravitational effects would cause apocalyptic disasters upon the
entire Earth. The planet is pitch black, until it turns red as it nears our sun, and near the
temperature of absolute zero, requiring very specialized infrared satellites to be
observed, which only the US government owns, having launched them specifically for this
confidential purpose. This being the case, traditional astronomers will not be able to
observe the planet until it is right upon us, with the exception of the ‘Lucifer Infrared
Telescope’ owned by the Vatican’s Jesuit sect.
“Why did the pope call the world’s best (and papal owned) infrared telescope
‘Lucifer’? Because it was specifically designed to track Planet X, whose nickname is
‘Lucifer’ (‘Daytime Star; as it will eventually appear as a second sun in the daytime sky)
or ‘The Dragon’ (aka ‘The Destroyer’; as it will destroy most of the Earth). Malachi
Martin, a Jesuit priest who disavowed the sworn secrecy of his sect just prior to his
death, said this about the ‘Lucifer’ telescope’s hidden purpose, “The highest levels of
the Vatican governance know what is approaching the Earth and it will be of the
utmost importance in the coming years.’” [ “Planet X Threat to Earth?” by Bart Sibrel.
The Sleuth Journal – p 6. September 23, 2013. ]
This puts the time for passage exactly between 2015 and 2020 which is also our
best calculation for passage based on the evidence. There is still another window of
passage from 2024 to 2030 but we think this is a bit late and somewhat unlikely as it
seems at this point in time. Marshall Masters has said we can expect to see a “slowBACK TO TOP

motion” train wreck over the course of the next 10 years (2014-2024) as this system
comes in. Regardless of which window of passage you choose to believe, all the
evidence of this incoming “Destroyer” system’s approach, Church developments as
Rome has lost the Faith and is fast preparing the seat of the Antichrist as well as world
political and economic conditions, etc. all seem to indicate its passage is very imminent
as we approach the Great Tribulation years that will try men’s souls.
We have to reiterate we do not know the exact time such a passage would occur.
We only know the approximate “window” of passage based on amateur astronomers’
calculations and inside leaks of information. One thing to keep in mind is that this
Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is “blind-siding” us from the south; from below the
ecliptic. The Brown Dwarf itself is shrouded in a quarter-million wide debris field plus
an immediate iron-oxide dust cloud. This keeps it in an almost invisible state. Most of
the light generated or reflected from it is in the infrared spectrum, not the visible
spectrum. Looking for this Brown Dwarf in the visible light spectrum is like looking for
a needle in a haystack. It stays very well hidden. However, using the infrared telescopes
this nearly invisible intruder becomes quite clear and visible as a reddish winged planet
(the “wings” are the streams of comet dust flowing around it).
The above facts concerning this Red Dragon of the End Times and its entourage
coupled with Officialdom’s suppression of all scientific data and evidence has led to a
“black-out” of knowledge of this subject by the general public. This of course was all
planned in advance as the following report discloses from the “A Mighty Wind” website:
“After the discovery of Planet X in 1982, astronomers began to study it seriously.
They soon discovered that it was inbound, headed towards the inner solar system again.
It was determined that it would cause massive earthquakes, volcanoes, tidal waves, the
melting or shifting of the polar ice caps, sudden fluctuations in temperature and climatic
conditions, and probably a shift in the polar axis of Earth. This information was passed
on to the political leaders in our government, and presumably the political leaders of
other nations.
“After some consultations, it was decided that if the news about Planet X and the
worldwide disaster that it is expected to cause was released to the public, the public
would react in fear, hysteria, panic, and anarchy. The result would be the total collapse
of the world economy. Wicked men will protect their precious dollars at any cost,
counting them of more value than the lives of their fellow human beings. So the
decision was made to suppress all information about Planet X, classifying it as ‘Super
Top Secret.’ Yet, in the years since 1982-83, NASA and other agencies have continued to
diligently study Planet X, accumulating a vast amount of information about it.” [ “What
is Planet X?”]
So these facts of how difficult it is for the average person to see the Brown Dwarf
and its system and that the World Elite have suppressed the evidence of its coming results
in almost a total lack of knowledge of this coming wormwood event – and consequently,
a lack of preparation for its passage. The Sacred Scripture verse that applies here is:
“But the day of the Lord will come as a thief; at that time the heavens will pass
away with great violence, heat, and the earth, and the works that are in it, will be
burned up.”
--- 2 Peter 3:10
This “Wormwood” system of the End Times is close at hand as this report from
The Examiner seems to indicate: “On the morning of Thursday, July 12, 2012, around
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9:30 a.m., the Tyrrhenian Sea suddenly receded, moving back about 20 feet along the
coast from Liguria to Sicily. Then, in true tsunami form, the water moved back to shore
in the form of a meter-high (3 ft.) tidal wave. Nothing too unusual there.
“What is unusual is that the small tsunamis repeated for almost three hours –
receding and then moving back to shore over and over again. Then, just as suddenly as it
started it stopped, and around noon, everything was back to normal. Unusual as it is, it
has not been reported in the main stream media. No surprise there.
“And, as if ‘small tsunamis’weren’t enough to be concerned about, the Marsili
volcano, Europe’s largest underwater volcano, also in the Tyrrhenian Sea, is at risk of
collapse and eruption.” [ “Small Tsunamis, Sea ‘Goes Crazy’ off Italian Coast for 3
Hours: Earth Wobble” by Barbara Schneider. July 20, 2012. The Examiner website. ]
Schneider also reports in this same article, “On July 12, 2012, the USGS Live
Internet Seismic Server (LISS) charts showed extreme wobbling and shaking occurring
worldwide. The results were traumatic, causing not only ‘small tsunamis’ in the
Tyrrhenian Sea off the coast of Italy but also building collapses, bridge collapses,
landslides, gas explosions, sinkholes opening, and much more – on the 12th and the 13th
of July all over the world.”
She then adds a P.S. which says, “I just checked the USGS LISS, and once again
it shows more intense shaking, just as it did on July 12. Expect to hear of all kinds of
major calamities happening worldwide today and tomorrow.”
One is reminded of the passage in the Bible from Isaias 24:20 which reads:
“With shaking shall the Earth be shaken as a drunken man…” In other translations of
the Bible it reads: “The Earth shall real to and fro like a drunkard.”
Are we getting the picture yet? The “Shadow of Power” that controls this present
day world knows this geophysical event caused by the passage of the Great Comet
(Brown Dwarf/Planet X system) is inevitable. They know they must have their
underground sanctuaries secure by then while keeping the general population in “the
dark.” The New World Order Elite’s final takeover of the world via martial law awaits
this passage. For this purpose The-Powers-That-Be will most likely initiate a false flag
event – even a so-called “natural disaster” of some sort. These Evil Forces will use this
Planet X passage with all its attendant cosmic gravitational-magnetic effects to bring in
the New (or Next) World Order police state. They will take advantage of the chaos,
turmoil and upheaval this system will cause to set up their satanic empire. (It is possible
that the outer orbitals of this system, possibly planet Nibiru, will cause the initial series of
catastrophic events. It is even possible that these world elite will augment the passage of
one of these outer planets (such as Nibiru or Planet X) to bring about the desired
reduction in population, chaos, upheaval and disease plagues to have the excuse to
declare martial law. All contrived crisis up until now have been “dry runs” waiting for
the “main event” to happen. This no doubt, will initiate the 3 and a half years of the
Great Tribulation bringing the set-up of the One World Government and One World
Religion of the Antichrist they have long planned for. This will lead right into the final
End of Days, the climax of the Apocalypse.
It then appears that after the passage of the outer orbitals of this system, the main
player in the demise of our corrupt civilization will trigger the Sun to Nova causing the
rain of fire, a pole shift and major earthquakes that shake the whole planet like never
before. This will be the Purification and the three Dark Days just before the “Dawn of
the New Era of Peace.”
We should note here that this passage of the Brown Dwarf system will not be just
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one grand final event but a series of events leading up to the Great Purification itself.
This is indicated in the Book of the Apocalypse. There are five Great Earthquakes that
shake the whole planet like never before leading up to the final Great Earthquake and the
rain of fire of the Great Purification. These five Great Earthquakes are as follows:
1. Apocalypse 6:12-14: “And I saw, when he opened the sixth seal, and there
was a great earthquake, and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair; and the whole
moon became as blood.
“And the stars of heaven fell upon the earth, as the fig tree sheds its unripe figs
when it is shaken by a great wind.
`”And heaven passed away as a scroll that is rolled up; and every mountain and
the islands were moved out of their places.”
2. Apocalypse 8:5: “And the angel took the censer and filled it with the fire of
the altar and threw it down upon the earth, and there were peals of thunder,
rumblings, and flashes of lightning and an earthquake.”
3. Apocalypse 11:13: “And at that hour there was a great earthquake and the
tenth part of the city fell; and there were killed in the earthquake seven
thousand persons; and the rest were affrighted and gave glory to the God of
heaven.”
4. Apocalypse 11: 19: “And the temple of God in heaven was opened, and
there was seen the ark of his covenant in his temple, and there came flashes
of lightning, and peals of thunder, and an earthquake, and great hail.”
5. Apocalypse 16:18: “And there were flashes of lightning, rumblings and
peals of thunder, and there was a great earthquake such as never has been
since men were first upon the earth, so great an earthquake was it.”
We can see from these passages in the Book of the Apocalypse that there are
earthquakes that shake the whole Earth and are accompanied by “flashes of
lightning, and peals of thunder” and oftentimes by “great hail.” This is exactly
what would take place as the Brown Dwarf and its system passes and interacts
electrically with the Earth causing the Earth to convulse with a worldwide
shaking. These verses along with Apocalypse 8:8-12 that describe “a mountain”
called wormwood falling into the sea, are clearly describing the effects that this
Brown Dwarf system would have on the Earth.
As we can see, all scientific evidence as well as all End Time prophecies bear out
the fact that we are now due for the passage of “The Destroyer” – the “Wrecking Ball of
Civilizations” in our End of Days. It is time to WAKE UP and prepare if you can even
at this late hour, for the TIME IS AT HAND!
[ NOTE: Other aspects concerning the Antichrist, the Nephilim and Fallen
Angels; the hordes of “Locusts,” the Remnant Church in the final tribulations will be
covered in future research updates. Also please see past articles on this website. ]
Research Update: Currently as of mid-November, 2014, the Ebola scare-scam is
in full swing with the nations of Africa being principle targets. According to Bob
Fletcher, this contrived Ebola so-called “pandemic” is being used possibly as a false-flag
which is another indication that the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system is fast approaching. It
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could also be yet another testing on the world’s populace in preparation for the coming
disease outbreaks that are sure to occur in the wake of the passage of this system. After
the initial events of pole shift and planetary seismic upheaval, disease will be the single
greatest threat to life on Earth. Great disease outbreaks and plagues are also indicated in
the End of Days chastisement prophecies.
Be sure to check this webpage for further Brown Dwarf/Planet X system
updates.
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